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REPORT SUMMARY

The Boiling Water Reactor Vessels and Internals Project (BWRVIP), formed in 1994, is an
association of utilities focused on boiling water reactor (BWR) vessel and internals issues.
BWRVIP-62-A (Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) report 1021006) was issued in
November 2010, and justified inspection relief with effective implementation of Moderate
Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC-M) and Noble Metal Chemical Application (NMCA) to
mitigate intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC). Revision I was prepared to incorporate
the technical justification and implementation requirements for inspection relief with the
On-Line NobleChem TM (OLNC) process developed by GE-Hitachi (GEH). In addition, Revision
1 incorporates Version 3.1 of the EPRI Boiling Water Reactor Vessels and Internals Assessment
(BWRVIA) Radiolysis and ECP model.

Background
BWR availability has been impacted by IGSCC of 304/316 stainless steel piping and reactor
internal components. Nickel-base alloys such as Alloy 600 and Alloy 182 weld metals have also
suffered IGSCC. BWRVIP inspection and evaluation (I&E) guidelines are in place to ensure
continued safe operation through critical monitoring of component structural integrity. Owing to
the difficulties associated with accessibility and the expense of performing inspections on reactor
internals, it is desirable to demonstrate that the likelihood for flaw initiation and propagation due
to IGSCC is substantially diminished when proper mitigation practices are pursued.

This report reviews the effectiveness of three techniques in mitigating IGSCC of internals:
HWC-M that injects hydrogen at a high rate to suppress radiolysis (concentrations > 1 ppm in
feedwater); NMCA that injects much less hydrogen (0.2 to 0.4 ppm in feedwater) along with
periodic off-line batch injection of noble metal; and OLNC that also injects much less hydrogen,
but applies a noble metal compound during power operation. In both NMCA and OLNC, the
noble metal acts to catalyze recombination of oxidants with hydrogen on system surfaces.

Objectives
To provide data showing that HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC provide IGSCC mitigation of BWR
internals; and to demonstrate, through the use of crack growth factors, improvements and field
re-inspection data, that inspection relief is justified with effective implementation of HWC-M,
NMCA or OLNC.

Approach
IGSCC is considered mitigated when the local electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP) is
reduced below -230 mV(SHE). However, the locations within the BWR that are accessible
for ECP monitoring are very limited, and ECP measurements at these locations may not be
representative of all potentially susceptible component surfaces. Furthermore, ECP reference
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electrodes have only a limited service life. Therefore, supplementary techniques are needed to
demonstrate effective implementation of hydrogen injection to mitigate IGSCC.

For HWC-M plants, ECP can be calculated using verified computer models, such as the
BWRVIA radiolysis/ECP model, that can be directly correlated with measurements of other
plant parameters, (e.g., oxygen, main steam line radiation levels, etc.). For NMCA and OLNC
plants, ECP monitoring at external locations can be used to demonstrate that chemistry
conditions that mitigate IGSCC have been established within the reactor coolant system. For
plants without ECP monitoring, IGSCC mitigation can be demonstrated from ECP and chemistry
measurements obtained from radiolytically and operationally equivalent "sister" plants.

Results
The report describes the requirements for effective implementation of HWC-M, NMCA or
OLNC based on the use of primary and secondary monitoring parameters. The project team
defined secondary parameters that can be used to demonstrate continued mitigation of IGSCC
in the event that ECP probes fail. The BWRVIA radiolysis/ECP model is an effective tool to
estimate ECP at specific component locations for HWC-M plants, and for demonstrating that
sufficient hydrogen is being injected to maintain the molar ratio of hydrogen to oxidants >2
in noble metal plants. These tools allow the percentage of time in mitigation to be tracked.
BWRVIP has developed empirical stainless steel and nickel-base alloy crack growth models to
quantify the decrease in crack growth rates with hydrogen injection. The combination of time in
mitigation and reduced crack growth rates from models and field inspection data provide the
technical basis to justify factors of improvement that support revised inspection intervals for
BWR internals.

Applications, Value, and Use
BWR managers can use the approach described in this report to effectively implement
HWC-M, NMCA or OLNC to mitigate IGSCC in BWR internals. The BWRVIP Inspection
and Evaluation Guidelines provide guidance on inspection intervals for those plants that have
effectively implemented these mitigation methods.

Keywords
BWR
Intergranular stress corrosion cracking
Hydrogen water chemistry
On-Line NobleChem
Noble Metal Chemical Application
Reactor internals
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RECORD OF REVISIONS

Revision Number Revision

Original Report (TR-108705) written to demonstrate mitigation of Intergranular
Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) by effective implementation of Moderate

BWRVIP-62 Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC-M) and Noble Metal Chemical Application
(NMCA). Provided justification for inspection relief at plants that effectively
mitigate IGSCC.

This report (1021006) incorporated changes that were identified during the
NRC review process and in the NRC Safety Evaluation and other necessary

BWRVIP-62-A revisions since the publication of the original report. Criteria acceptable to the
NRC for obtaining inspection relief for effective implementation of HWC-M and
NMCA are provided.

This report (1022844) revises BWRVIP-62-A to specify requirements for
demonstrating effective implementation of the On-Line NobleChem process
(OLNC) to mitigate IGSCC. Other significant changes in this revision are
described below.

* The BWRVIA Radiolysis and ECP Model has been updated to Version 3.1.
G-values and rate constants used in the radiolysis calculation have
been updated. The methodology for estimating the gamma and neutron
dose rates is now based on the NRC-approved RAMA transport code
calculations. Comparisons of model predictions to plant measurements of
oxidant concentration and ECP for HWC-M plants, and molar ratio for
NMCA and OLNC plants, demonstrate conservative prediction of plant
conditions.

B For NMCA and OLNC plants, data and evaluations are provided showing
BRevision 1that ECP monitoring at external locations is equivalent to monitoring of the

lower vessel head region for demonstrating IGSCC mitigation.

" Data and evaluations are provided showing that reactor water conductivity
measurements can be corrected for the presence of zinc as well as iron
(which is currently approved) to demonstrate that conductivity is
acceptably low for IGSCC mitigation.

The definition of sister plants is updated, and requirements are specified
for demonstrating that two units are radiolytically and operationally
equivalent. ECP measurements and HWC test results for a unit may be
used by a sister unit to demonstrate effective implementation of hydrogen
injection.

Due to the extensive nature of these changes, revision bars are not provided.
Appendix A summarizes the changes by section.
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ABSTRACT

Boiling water reactor (BWR) availability has been negatively impacted by the intergranular
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of austenitic stainless steel piping and, more recently, reactor
internal components. As mandated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), regular
inspection is necessary for BWR piping to provide adequate assurance of structural integrity of
affected piping systems. BWRs are also performing inspections of reactor internal components
in accordance with the BWRVIP Inspection and Evaluations Guidelines. However, due to the
difficulty and expense of reactor internals inspections, it is clearly desirable to demonstrate that
fewer inspections are necessary when suitable reactor internals IGSCC mitigation steps are
taken.

The NRC has agreed that the environmental IGSCC mitigation technique, hydrogen water
chemistry (HWC) combined with lower water conductivity, provides a basis for inspection relief
for BWR recirculation piping. In BWRVIP-62-A, the NRC accepted two processes, moderate
HWC (HWC-M) and noble metal chemical application (NMCATM), as effective in protecting
BWR internals from IGSCC. The HWC-M process continuously injects sufficient hydrogen to
lower ECP to protective levels in the lower plenum. The NMCA process deposits catalytic
compounds on system surfaces and injects a much smaller amount of hydrogen to give a
hydrogen to oxygen molar ratio >2 in the single phase liquid region. Under these conditions, the
oxidant concentration on system surfaces is reduced to very low values, and the ECP is reduced
well below -230 mV(SHE). Batch injections of catalytic noble metal compounds are performed
after three or four cycles of operation (-six years) to replenish surface deposits.

A third mitigation process has been developed, in which the catalytic material is injected
approximately annually during plant operation. This process is referred to as on-line noble
metal chemistry, and is also known by the GE-Hitachi (GEH) trademark OLNC. Since all three
processes can protect BWR internals from environmentally-assisted cracking degradation, the
effective implementation of any of them or any progression of them at a BWR is a basis for
inspection relief for reactor internals.

Based on the crack growth modeling and radiolysis results, a vessel internals inspection
program can be developed based on factors of improvement (FOI) for plants that have
implemented HWC-M, NMCA or OLNC. The FOI calculated for each internal component,
based on time in mitigation and the reduction in crack growth rate, would be applied to revise the
internals inspection interval established in the various BWRVIP Inspection and Evaluation (I&E)
documents. Inspection intervals for some components have been evaluated and revised based on
effective implementation of chemistry mitigation as specified in BWRVIP-62. The BWRVIP
will propose revised inspection intervals for other vessel internals for plants that have effectively
implemented HWC-M, NMCA or OLNC.
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1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Brief Review of Stress Corrosion Cracking in BWR Piping and Internals

Boiling water reactor (BWR) availability has been negatively impacted by intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of weld heat affect zone (HAZ) sensitized Type 304/316 stainless
steel piping and, more recently, reactor internal components such as the core shroud. Nickel-base
alloys such as Alloy 600 and Alloy 182 weld metal have also suffered IGSCC in the BWR
environment. Table 1-1 and Figure 1-1 summarize the components that have suffered IGSCC
in the BWR [1-1, 1-2]. As the BWR fleet ages, another form of intergranular environmentally
assisted cracking has occurred in highly irradiated non-thermally sensitized stainless steel reactor
internal components, i.e., irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC).

The first significant occurrence of IGSCC of welded Type 304 stainless steel BWR piping
occurred in the fall of 1974 and early 1975 [1-1 ]. Sixty-four (64) incidents of cracking were
identified in weld HAZs during this period, all of which occurred in small diameter pipes
(<25.4 cm [<10 in.]). In fact, most of the cracks were found in 10.2 cm (4 in.) diameter
recirculation bypass lines. Although these cracking incidents were not (and are not) considered
safety concerns, they did significantly impact BWR availability, operating costs and person-Rem
exposure for inspection, repair, etc. During 1978, incidents of IGSCC were first noticed in large
diameter (61 cm [24 in.]) piping in the German reactor, KRB [1-1]. This incident established
additional concern for the main recirculation piping in all BWRs with Types 304 and 316
stainless steel piping, since replacement of these large diameter lines would be more difficult
and costly.

To date, only creviced Alloy 600 has suffered IGSCC in the BWR. In fact, no uncreviced
Alloy 600 IGSCC has been identified in the field. (Uncreviced Alloy 600 cracks in laboratory
simulated BWR environments.) The first field incident of creviced Alloy 600 IGSCC occurred
at Duane Arnold BWR in creviced reactor vessel nozzle safe ends in 1978 after approximately
three years of operation. The premature cracking of the safe ends was due to a synergistic
combination of a severe (-360 kg [800 lbs.]) resin intrusion (high sulfate) during startup [1-3])
and the highest stress state design of any BWR recirculation inlet safe ends in the fleet.
Subsequent to this incident, other creviced nickel-base alloy nozzle safe ends plus reactor
internals components such as creviced shroud head bolts (SHBs) and creviced access hole covers
(AHCs) have suffered IGSCC. All the cracking in these creviced components was determined to
be directly related to the respective plant's conductivity, i.e., the higher the reactor water
conductivity, the earlier the IGSCC. Alloy 182 weld metal has also experienced IGSCC in
uncreviced nozzle safe end applications where weld residual stresses and fairly high-applied
stresses were present. Additionally, since there have been a few reported instances of Alloy 182
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IGSCC in components with weld residual stresses and low applied stresses, (e.g., top head lugs,
shroud support, etc.), it must be conservatively assumed that welded Alloy 182 exposed to
normal coolant conditions can develop IGSCC even in areas of low applied stresses.

Table 1-1
Evolution of SCC in the BWR [1-1]

Event Year of Detection

Stainless Steel Fuel Cladding IGSCC Late 1950s and Early 1960s

IGSCC of 304 during Construction Late 1960s

IGSCC of Furnace Sensitized Type 304 during Operation Late 1960s

IGSCC of Welded Small Diameter Stainless Steel Piping Mid 1970s

IGSCC of Large Diameter 304 Piping Late 1970s

IGSCC of Alloy X750 Jet Pump Beam Late 1970s

IGSCC of Alloy 182/600 in Creviced Nozzles w/sulfate Late 1970s

Crevice-induced Cracking of Type 304L/316L Mid 1980s

Localized Cold Work Initiates IGSCC in Resistant Material 1980s

Accelerating Occurrence of IGSCC of BWR Internals Late 1970s

Core Spray Spargers

Creviced Shroud Head Bolts (Alloy 600)

Creviced Access Hole Covers (Alloy 182/600)

Nozzle Butters

Control Blades

SRM/IRM Dry Tubes

Jet Pump Beam Bolts

Cracking of Low Carbon (304L/316L) and Stabilized Stainless Steels Late 1980s - present
(347/321/348) in Vessel Locations

Core Spray Jumpers

Creviced Safe Ends

Shrouds (304L and 347)

Top Guide (304, 304L, 347)

Core Support Plate (347)

Cracking of Internal Core Spray Piping 1990 - present
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Figure 1-1
Summary Schematic of Components Indicating IGSCC in the BWR [1-2]
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IGSCC of irradiated annealed non-sensitized stainless steel, i.e., IASCC, was first observed in
1959 in Type 304 stainless steel fuel cladding [1-1]. (This early corrosion concern motivated
the introduction of zirconium alloys for BWR fuel cladding.) Two years later, IGSCC of
irradiated boron alloy stainless steel control blades was identified. (Control blades containing
B4C pellets inside stainless steel tubes replaced these control blades.) Initially IASCC, as it is
now distinguished from thermally sensitized material, was only identified in readily replaceable
components such as control rods, control blade handles, neutron source holders, dry tubes,
intermediate and source range monitors, and various bolts and springs. Since these components
are readily replaceable and many of the components are replaced routinely for other reasons,
IASCC of these components did not have a significant impact. However, in 1990, the first
confirmed IASCC of a lower carbon (0.045 %) Type 304 stainless steel shroud was identified at
KKM in Switzerland [I-I]. (The IASCC cracking mechanism was justified due to the total lack
of thermal sensitization, lower carbon content and high fluence [8 to 12 x 1020 n/cm2].)

Since 1990, many core shrouds have been inspected and typical weld sensitization HAZ IGSCC
characterizes most shrouds. Cold work and IASCC have also contributed to some shroud
environmental cracking. Shrouds fabricated from Type 304L and Type 347 stainless steel have
also suffered cracking. Shroud cracking is now the major environmental cracking concern in the
operating BWR.

Thus, the majority of IGSCC in austenitic stainless steels has progressed from the piping systems
and nozzle safe ends to the vessel interior, affecting the core shroud and core support structure.
The level of activity within the industry to address IGSCC of BWR internals was particularly
accelerated by the cracking observed in the HAZ of circumferential shroud welds at Brunswick
Unit 1 in 1993 [1-1]. The IGSCC observed at Brunswick was most severe in the HAZ of the top
guide support ring portion of the shroud. A mechanical repair was performed and the unit was
returned to service. Subsequent inspections at other BWR utilities revealed cracking of varying
severity at essentially all of the core shroud's stainless steel horizontal weld joints. In addition,
cracking has been observed in the vertical stainless steel core shroud weld HAZs in some BWRs.
The severity of the core shroud cracking has been correlated with the following parameters: (1)
hot operating time in "on-line years," (2) first five cycles mean conductivity of the reactor water,
(3) materials of construction and (4) neutron fluence. Repair/restraint techniques have been
developed to allow BWR utilities to manage the core shroud cracking of both horizontal and
vertical welds.

In addition to core shroud IGSCC/IASCC, cracking was visually identified in a stainless steel
top guide in 1991 at the Oyster Creek BWR. The sample removed from the top guide has been
extensively examined and the cause of cracking is IASCC [1-4]. More specifically, scanning
electron microscope (SEM) examination revealed extensive filling of cracks with corrosion
products while transmission electron microscope (TEM) examination of uncracked base material
showed no evidence of any pre-irradiation strains or intergranular precipitation. High densities of
radiation-induced dislocation loops throughout the matrix were also identified. Finally, moderate
Cr, Ni and Si segregation was found at the grain boundaries, nearly all grain boundaries near the
main cracks were deeply penetrated, and narrow cracks were completely filled with layered
oxides consisting of Fe-Cr-Ni spinel films.
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IGSCC has also been observed in older Alloy X-750 jet pump hold-down beams and brackets
that were not manufactured with the optimal IGSCC resistant heat treatment [ I-I]. Some initial
evidence of IGSCC has been also observed in steam dryer hold down brackets welded with
Alloy 182.

1.2 SCC Initiation and Propagation

Although the emphasis in the LWR industry typically only involves the evaluation of crack
propagation, it is important to note that the SCC mechanism consists of both crack initiation and
crack propagation. Therefore, both steps in the SCC process should be considered. No crack
growth can occur without crack initiation. Crack initiation and crack propagation are integrally
linked processes in which the same fundamental processes give rise to both. That is, comparing
the formation of a flaw of arbitrary dimensions (e.g., 50 pim [2 mils]) and the subsequent
propagation of the flaw, crack initiation is usually the long step in the SCC phenomena [1-5].
The commonly used term "time to failure" (Tf) for SCC consists of the time to crack initiation
plus the time for crack propagation:

Tf = Tinitiation + Tpropagation

These processes include local strain that ruptures the protective oxide on passive alloys such as
stainless steel and nickel-based alloys, repassivation kinetics of passive film reformation and
liquid transport to create a crack tip chemistry described by the slip-oxidation model.

The rate-controlling step in the IGSCC process is crack initiation. Calculations have indicated
that it takes 50% of the time to "failure" to nucleate an electrochemically stable crack of 0.01%
of the wall thickness and another 30% of the time to "failure" to grow a crack to 1% of a
component's thickness in the BWR environment [1-5]. This calculation has been verified in the
case of IGSCC in BWR environments, where time for crack initiation (and subsequent growth to
a size where a crack is large enough to be identified by sensitive in-service inspection
techniques) can be as long as decades.

Once a crack has been initiated, subsequent crack growth can be very rapid and is a function of
the material, stress and environmental parameters [1-5]. However, despite the possible high
crack growth rate, if the through-wall tensile stress profile decreases or, in fact, goes into
compression, the crack propagation rate will decrease and/or the crack could actually stop
propagating. The time to initiate a crack can be essentially "eliminated" by the existence of a
pre-existing flaw in the component in oxygenated environments. For example, the pre-existence
of an electrochemical crevice due to a lack of full penetration in a nickel alloy weld in an
oxygenated high temperature water environment essentially eliminates the time for crack
initiation since the local crack environment already exists. However, it appears that pre-existing
flaws would not be as great a concern in deaerated environments due to the lack of any corrosion
potential difference between the material at the tip of a flaw and the metal exposed to the bulk
environment.

The creation of a pre-existing flaw is the basis for the highly accurate reversing DC potential
drop (DCPD) crack growth measurement technique where the compact tension (CT), wedge
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opening load (WOL) or double cantilever beam (DCB) fracture mechanics test specimens are
first pre-cracked by fatigue and then pre-cracked by SCC so that crack growth rates can be
measured without any influence of crack initiation. On the other hand, IGSCC initiation tests
such as constant extension rate testing (CERT)/slow strain rate testing (SSRT) provide
"threshold" IGSCC data where IGSCC initiation is very difficult below some "threshold" tensile
stress or electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP) value. Figure 1-2 presents the IGSCC
initiation "threshold" of -230 mV(SHE) for sensitized austenitic stainless steel [ 1-1]. Crack
growth is a continuum and will continue to propagate below this ECP value albeit at a lower and
lower crack growth rate as the ECP of the material decreases.
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Figure 1-2
IGSCC Initiation vs. ECP and Conductivity in BWRs [1-1]

1.3 Role of Ionic Impurities in the BWR Coolant

The importance of the BWR environment in the IGSCC process is well-documented [1-1].
Statistical analyses of IGSCC cracking trends of especially creviced components have shown
that the reactor water conductivity history in a given reactor is a useful indicator of the relative
probability of the time to detectable cracking in a component when compared to like components
in other reactors [ 1-4, 1-1]. Research has demonstrated very clearly that the fundamentally
important chemistry parameter is the thermodynamic activity of strong acid anions such as
chloride and sulfate that are stable in the highly reducing crack tip environment [1-1 ]. These
anions are drawn into the crack by the potential difference between the crack tip and mouth, and
depress the crack tip pH. Laboratory studies have demonstrated that these impurities accelerate
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the initiation of IGSCC and promote high crack growth rates. Other anions, such as chromate
and nitrate that are not stable under reducing conditions, have only a minimal effect on IGSCC.
Cations such as sodium also appear to have minimal effect, while zinc in some testing has
reduced crack growth rate [ 1-1 ].

All ions in the water contribute to the coolant's conductivity, which is the parameter that
historically has been continuously monitored and reported. Aggressive anions such as chloride
and sulfate are also monitored and reported. High values of conductivity, such as those
experienced in earlier years, typically correlated with high concentrations of aggressive
anions. A series of water chemistry guidelines have been issued addressing the control of BWR
water chemistry [1-I]. As shown in Figure 1-3, fleet reactor water chemistry as indicated by
conductivity has improved significantly [I-1]. For example, as early as 1995 the BWR fleet
average conductivity was just slightly above l-- ]] TS, approaching that of theoretically
pure water (0.055 pS/cm). The leveling off of conductivity at approximately [ . ]] TS
from 1996 through 2003 is attributed to zinc injection. The slight increase in conductivity from
2004 reflects the implementation of noble metal hydrogen water chemistry which increased
soluble iron, and feedwater iron reduction which increased soluble zinc in reactor water samples.
At these low values, the primary contributors to conductivity are not chloride and sulfate, but
rather soluble corrosion products such as chromate, non-aggressive impurities such as iron,
sodium and nitrate, or beneficial chemical additives such as zinc. Under these conditions, crack
growth rate is expected to correlate more strongly with the concentration of aggressive anions
than with conductivity.

[[

Content Deleted -
EPRI Proprietary Information

Figure 1-3 ]] TS

BWR Mean Reactor Water Conductivity History [1-1]
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However, even theoretically pure water will not provide immunity to IGSCC in the BWR.
The IGSCC behavior for shroud head bolts, Figure 1-4, shows that although good water quality
delays initiation, IGSCC eventually will still initiate [1-1]. New cracks were found after
approximately 16 years of on-line service in a plant with good lifetime conductivity in this
creviced Alloy 600 component. Internals cracking occurred in an overseas BWR characterized
by a lifetime reactor water conductivity average of [[ . ]] TS during its 13 hot
operating years. Despite the good water quality, this plant has exhibited extensive cracking in
shroud, top guide, and core plate components, all fabricated from "sensitization resistant"
stabilized Type 347 stainless steel. (However, subsequent metallurgical analysis of this plant did
show that the Type 347 stainless steel was actually sensitized with a marginal niobium to carbon
ratio with a 600'C [I 12'F] stabilization heat treatment.)

EE

Content Deleted -
EPRI Proprietary Information

.1]]TS

Figure 1-4
IGSCC Behavior of Alloy 600 Shroud Head Bolts [1-1]

Finally, it should be noted that due to BWR chemistry regime changes, soluble depleted zinc
and soluble metal corrosion products, mainly iron, can significantly influence reactor water
conductivity [1-1]. The soluble zinc is from depleted zinc oxide (DZO) injection into the reactor
feedwater to suppress drywell shutdown radiation dose rates, particularly after operation under
the reducing chemistry conditions of moderate hydrogen water chemistry (HWC-M) and noble
metal chemical application (NMCA)/HWC, but also under normal water chemistry (NWC).
Reactor water conductivity changes also correspond to increases in soluble iron due to the
transition from oxidizing chemistry conditions, where the solubility of iron is very low, to
a highly reducing chemistry environment. Reactor water conductivity tends to peak and
then gradually decline after the transition from NWC to NMCA/HWC, or from HWC-M to
NMCA/HWC or following reapplication of noble metals. The increased soluble iron is attributed
to the restructuring of iron-based crud, mainly on the fuel, from the Fe2O3 form that is stable
under oxidizing conditions to the Fe30 4 spinel form that is stable under reducing conditions.
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The BWRVIP-14/14-A [1-6, 1-7] model is an empirical crack growth rate correlation that is
based on measured (specific) conductivity from laboratory tests and field measurements over
a conductivity range of 0.055 - 1.5 pS/cm. The measured conductivity values used in these
correlations contained cations and anions, particularly chloride and sulfate, but zinc was not
added and soluble iron was not present. Since the presence of soluble zinc in the coolant
does not promote IGSCC and the presence of soluble iron has no significant effect on IGSCC
propensities, and since these cations did not contribute to conductivity values used in
development of empirical crack growth rate models, it is appropriate to correct the measured
conductivity for the contributions of these two cations. The BWR Water Chemistry Guidelines
[ 1-1 ] provide the ion-conductivity balance methodology that can be used to correct the measured
conductivity for the contributions from soluble iron (Fe2÷) and soluble zinc (Zn2

,).

1.4 Role of Oxidizing Environment in the BWR

Early measurements of the chemical makeup of the normal water chemistry (NWC) BWR
environment showed that it was characterized by the presence of approximately 200 ppb dissolved
oxygen and substoichiometric hydrogen (-10 to 20 ppb) due to the radiolytic decomposition of
water in the core region. However, subsequent measurement and understanding, developed since
the late 1980s, have shown that the environment in the vessel is different to that observed in these
earlier sample line measurements. In fact, radiolysis modeling predicts that hydrogen peroxide is
the major oxidizing constituent formed in the BWR vessel [1-1]. Model calculations typically
predict hydrogen peroxide (H,20) concentrations of [[ .. -,o,• ]] TS. However, other model
calculations predict hydrogen peroxide concentrations up to [[ - 7]] TS. The oxidizing nature
of the environment in the BWR vessel is a key factor in the occurrence of IGSCC.

The electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP) is a thermodynamic measure of the oxidizing
power of a solution in contact with a very specific metal surface. The ECP of a component is
measured with respect to a reference electrode. Platinum is used in the case of excess, i.e.,
greater than stoichiometric, hydrogen in the coolant such as would exist with HWC. An iron/iron
oxide (Fe/Fe3 4) electrode can be used over the entire range of water chemistries (NWC to
HWC). From the measured value AVm, i.e., the potential difference between the reference
electrode and the working electrode (BWR component surface), and the electrode potential
of the reference electrode, EREPt, relative to the standard hydrogen electrode, SHE, the ECP
of the component can be calculated with the following equation:

ECP = EREF - AVm (mV)

Laboratory measurements indicate that H20 2 is significantly more oxidizing than 02 as reflected
by ECP measurements [1-1]. Recent studies show that the ECP of stainless steel is 200 mV
higher in 400 ppb H20 2 than in water with an equivalent concentration of 02. Measurements of
the ECP made in-vessel confirm the high oxidizing corrosion potentials that can be accounted for
only by the presence of high concentrations of H20 2.

As discussed in Section 1.7, the ECP is the electrochemical driving force for IGSCC. For this
phenomenon, the higher, i.e., more positive the ECP, the greater the thermodynamic tendency for
crack initiation and growth in susceptible materials stressed above threshold tensile stress levels.
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1.5 Effect of Flow Rate on Corrosion Potential and Crack Growth

Mixed potential theory predicts that increasing fluid flow rates result in an increase in ECP. This
has been confirmed by laboratory testing using rotating cylinder electrodes and by observation
of the effects of flow rate on ECP electrodes installed in power plants [1-8, 1-9]. Increasing the
flow rate decreases the thickness of the stagnant liquid boundary layer present at all wetted metal
surfaces. As this boundary layer thickness decreases, the flux of oxidizing species increases. This
causes the ECP to increase.

For the BWR, the magnitude of the effect is greatest in certain regimes involving relatively low
dissolved oxygen or hydrogen peroxide concentrations. For example, the ECP of stainless steel
in water containing approximately 2 to 5 ppb dissolved oxygen can increase from below the
IGSCC initiation "threshold" ECP of -230 mV(SHE), (e.g.,<-400 mV[SHE]), under low flow
conditions to more than 0 mV(SHE) at high flow rates [1-10]. ECP measurements obtained from
the Quad Cities-2 recirculation system exposed to a flow of [[ ... ]] TS
showed an ECP approximately 100 mV higher (more positive) than one at a low flow rate of 1.2
m/s (4 ft/s) over a range of hydrogen addition rates [1-9].

ECP changes due to flow rate have no effect on crack growth rate. Theory predicted and
experimental studies confirmed that the ECP relevant to stress corrosion crack advance is that
potential that is established at low flow rate [I-l I]. This can be understood in terms of the
factors that cause aggressive anions to concentrate at the crack tip. Where water is flowing,
fluid convection causes impurities to be well mixed. Where there is no flow, anions can be
transported through the stagnant water by two processes. They will naturally diffuse from
regions of high concentration to low concentration. They will also be moved by electric fields.
The ECP establishes an electric field that draws aggressive anions into the crack, causing them to
concentrate. However, fluid convection eliminates differences in concentration. If the fluid in the
crack begins to flow, impurities will be flushed out. Although electric fields may exist as a result
of the ECP, fluid convection will overwhelm their effect on ion transport. Therefore, only the
ECP that exists in the stagnant fluid in the crack can cause anions to concentrate in the crack.

Since the ion migration (and diffusion) terms are overwhelmed by convection, then, from a mass
transport perspective, two options exist:

1. Beneficial Effect of Flow: If the flow rate is sufficiently high and properly oriented to the
crack to cause flushing of the crack tip region, then stress corrosion crack growth rates are
low because an aggressive crevice/crack chemistry cannot be sustained.

2. No Effect of Flow: If the flow rate and crack geometry is such that convective flow subsides
at a point half way into the crack, for example, then this point represents the location of the
"electrochemical crack mouth." It is the location where the contribution of the potential
gradient can strongly influence mass transport and the crack chemistry. At locations
toward the geometric crack mouth, any effect of the potential gradient is overwhelmed by
convection. Thus, while the corrosion potential at the free surface may be greatly elevated
under high flow rate conditions, the flow merely acts to shift the "e I ectrochemica I crack
mouth" deeper into the crack.
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BWRVIP conducted a project to specifically evaluate the effect of flow rate on ECP and
IGSCC initiation and propagation [1-10]. Constant extension rate technique (CERT) tests
showed that although ECP increased under high flow conditions, there was no negative
effect of high flow on crack initiation. For example, Figure 1-5 indicates that the ECP
increased with dissolved oxygen as well as flow velocity. ECP increased by approximately
[[ - ]] TS when the flow was increased from [ C.... Delt,- ]] TS.
However, high flow velocity had a beneficial effect on crack initiation in spite of the increase
in ECP. This is apparent from Figure 1-6 that indicates that the time to cracking increased as
the flow rate was increased over the same flow range.

The effect of flow rate on crack propagation was evaluated with cylindrical bar specimens
with a circumferential crack in 282°C (540'F) water containing [[ -] TS dissolved
oxygen, Table 1-2. These tests showed a four-fold reduction in crack growth rate when the
flow rate was increased from [[. ]] TS. The effect was reversible
when flow rate was reduced. This supports the hypothesis that high flow rates do not increase
and may decrease crack growth rates. In low oxygen water ([[ J- TS oxygen) high
flow increased ECP but had no significant effect on crack growth. Consistent with trends
shown in Figures 1-5 and 1-6, the ECP measured at low flow rates was approximately
[[ =.- ]] TS lower, i.e., apparently less oxidizing, than the ECP measured at higher flow
rates. The crack growth rate at higher flow rates is significantly less than the crack growth
rate at lower flow rates.
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Figure 1-5
ECP vs. Dissolved Oxygen at Low and High Flow Velocities [1-10]
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Figure 1-6
Influence of Dissolved Oxygen and Time to Failure at Low and High Velocities with the
New Specimen Configuration [1-10]
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Table 1-2
Effect of Flow Rate on IGSCC Growth Rate and ECP - Type 304 Stainless Steel Bar in
250 ppb Dissolved Oxygen [1-10]
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The BWRVIP study indicates that since high flow has a mildly or strongly beneficial effect on
crack growth it is inappropriate to use the high flow ECP to estimate crack growth. It is therefore
more reasonable to use the low flow ECP to estimate crack growth because the crack growth rate
under low flow conditions is either similar to or higher than that under high flow conditions. In
other words, increasing the flow will not increase crack propagation rate, and depending on the
crack geometry and orientation to the flow, may reduce the crack growth rate.

The results of the project are documented in BWRVIP-64 [1-10], which was submitted to the
NRC for information only to support the review of BWRVIP-62-A [ 1-19]. The above discussion
was deemed to provide a reasonable explanation of the effect of flow rate on ECP and crack
growth rates.

1.6 Role of Irradiation

A growing concern for electric power utilities worldwide has been degradation in core
components in nuclear power reactors [ 1-1]. Service failures have occurred in BWR (and PWR)
core components consisting of iron- and nickel-base stainless alloys that have achieved
significant neutron fluence. Because cracking susceptibility is a function of radiation, stress
and environment, the failure mechanism has been termed irradiation-assisted stress corrosion
cracking (IASCC). Initially, the components affected have been either relatively small (bolts,
springs, etc.) or designed for replacement (fuel rods, control blades, or instrumentation tubes).
In the last decade, much more structural components such as BWR core shrouds have suffered
IASCC. Recent reviews describe the current knowledge related to IASCC service experience and
laboratory investigations and highlight the limited amount of well-controlled experimentation
that exists on well-characterized materials [1-1]. This lack of critical experimentation and the
large number of interdependent parameters make it imperative that underpinning science be used
to guide mechanistic understanding and quantification of IASCC.

The importance of neutron fluence on IASCC has been well established. IGSCC is promoted in
austenitic stainless steels as a critical "threshold" fluence is exceeded, Figure 1-7. Cracking is
observed in BWR oxygenated water at fluences above 2 to 5 x 10" n/cm2 (E>1 MeV), which
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corresponds to about 0.3 to 0.7 displacements per atom (dpa) [1-1]. A comparable "threshold"
fluence for IASCC susceptibility has been reported for high-stress, in-service BWR component
cracking and during ex-situ, slow-strain-rate SCC testing of irradiated stainless steels. This
indicates "persistent" radiation effects (material changes) are primarily responsible for IASCC
susceptibility, although in-situ effects like radiation creep relaxation of weld residual stresses
and increased stress from differential swelling can be important.
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Figure 1-7
Effect of Fluence on the Degradation of Stainless Steel in BWRs

Cracking is typically not observed in BWR HWC (or PWR water) until a fluence approximately
four times greater than that observed for oxidizing water conditions and the crack growth rate is
also mitigated at lower ECP. This can be seen in Figure 1-8 where crack length versus time for
Type 304 stainless steel irradiated to 4 dpa in a BWR is plotted showing the elevated crack
growth rates at high corrosion potential, but significant decrease in growth rate as the corrosion
potential is decreased [1-1].
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Figure 1-8
Decrease in Crack Growth Rate of Type 304 Stainless Steel Irradiated to 4 dpa in a BWR due to
Lower Corrosion Potential [1-1]

Figures 1-9 and 1-10 display the summary plots of the crack growth rates for stainless steel
irradiated between 5 x 1020 and 3 x 102' n/cm 2 for NWC and HWC, respectively [I-12]. The
growth rates and K values have been corrected based on post-test fractography. Figures 1-9 and
1-10 also show the proposed crack growth rate disposition curves for irradiated materials up to a
fluence of 3 x 1021 nlcm2.
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Figure 1-9
Summary of Screened Crack Growth Data under NWC Binned by Fluence and the Proposed Disposition Curve for Irradiated
Materials [1-12]
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Figure 1-10
Summary of Screened Crack Growth Data under HWC Binned by Fluence and the Proposed Disposition Curve for Irradiated
Materials [1-12]
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1.7 IGSCC/IASCC Mitigation with HWC-M

As is well known, the ECP of structural materials in the BWR operating under NWC conditions
is sufficiently high, (e.g., 0 to 250 mV[SHE]), to provide the electrochemical driving force for
IGSCC [ 1- ]. For BWRs operating under NWC conditions, without any mitigating action, the
evidence suggests that IGSCC of piping and internals will occur with increasing frequency as the
plant ages. Due to their tensile residual stress every weld joint is potentially susceptible to
IGSCC. Many of the components susceptible to IGSCC are difficult to inspect and even more
difficult to repair. In the absence of a proactive mitigation and repair strategy, IGSCC in these
areas may lead to increased regulatory attention, increased inspection requirements, and the
possibility of premature unit decommissioning because of unjustifiable repair costs.

Since the oxidizing nature of the environment in the BWR vessel is a key factor in the
occurrence of IGSCC, an obvious mitigation strategy is to modify the environment [ I -1].
This approach was followed in both the U.S. and Sweden in the early 1980s. Independently,
researchers in both countries concluded that hydrogen injection into the feedwater could
reduce the oxidizing power of the environment and mitigate IGSCC in recirculation piping.
Over a decade of laboratory and in-reactor investigations have revealed that lowering the
electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP) of sensitized stainless steel to <-230 mV(SHE) by
the injection of hydrogen into the BWR feedwater plus reducing coolant conductivity to <0.3
pS/cm would mitigate IGSCC of BWR piping. HWC was implemented in BWRs to mitigate
cracking in piping in the 1980s and in BWR internals in the 1990s. The IGSCC mitigating
benefits for HWC is illustrated in Figure 1-11 where the crack propagation rate increased by
a factor of approximately 50 at the higher ECP compared to HWC conditions.
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Figure 1-11
Crack Growth Rate of Alloy 182 under NWC and HWC Conditions [1-1]
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The first qualified mitigation technique for reactor internals, rather than piping, involves higher
hydrogen injection rates than would typically be used to protect piping, i.e., hydrogen injection
rates in the range of 1 to <2 ppm in the feedwater compared to typically 0.4 to 1 ppm hydrogen
for piping HWC [1-1]. This augmented hydrogen injection process is referred to as moderate
HWC (HWC-M).

The response of the BWR to feedwater hydrogen injection is fairly complex [ 1-1]. Basically,
excess hydrogen in the core region reduces the net production of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide
by radiolysis. Outside the core, the hydrogen recombines with residual hydrogen peroxide and
oxygen to form water. This recombination only takes place to any significant extent when there
is a radiation field present to catalyze the reactions. The net result is that at any given feedwater
hydrogen addition rate, the concentration of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide is different at
different locations within the reactor.

Hence, the amount of hydrogen addition required to achieve IGSCC mitigation at one location
may be substantially different than the requirements for achieving mitigation at another location
[ I-I]. Furthermore, there is a variation in reactor response to hydrogen addition due to changes
in the location and magnitude of radiation fields in the downcomer as core power shifts over the
course of a cycle, and due to adjustments in core flow to maintain full power between rod pattern
adjustments.

1.8 IGSCC/IASCC Mitigation with NMCA

Another technique to mitigate cracking in piping and reactor internals involves the continuous
injection of a small amount of hydrogen plus an occasional batch injection of a small amount
of noble metal compounds during shutdown [ I- I]. The noble metals act as catalysts for the
recombination reactions. This process of applying noble metals during plant shutdown is referred
to as noble metal chemical application (NMCA). Either the HWC-M or the NMCA process can
protect BWR internals from IGSCC/IASCC degradation.

The primary detrimental side effect of HWC-M is the increase in main steam line radiation
(MSLR) levels [1-1 ]. The radiation is due to the presence of short-lived water activation
products, primarily '6N that are produced in the core. As the coolant becomes less oxidizing,
the chemical forms of 16N shift from primarily nitrate, which is non-volatile, to more volatile
forms such as ammonia. Under the reducing conditions produced by HWC-M, more of the "6N
partitions to the steam. For some plants, the hydrogen injection rate required to protect reactor
vessel internals will cause steam activity levels that result in excessive operational exposures and
unacceptable radiation levels outside the plant from direct radiation and sky shine. NMCA
provides a method for achieving the IGSCC mitigation of HWC-M without affecting 16N
transport and main steam line radiation levels.

Noble metals such as platinum, palladium and rhodium catalyze the recombination of oxygen
and hydrogen peroxide with hydrogen [ 1-1 ]. When noble metals are deposited on a surface,
and an excess from stoichiometric amount of hydrogen is added to the coolant, their catalytic
action removes all of the oxygen at the surface, thus allowing the mitigation of reactor internal
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components with lower levels of hydrogen injection. Consequently, hydrogen feed rates with
NMCA will be substantially lower than with HWC-M. Figure 1-12 illustrates the relative
reactive nature of stainless steel and noble metal surfaces for reducing the ECP.
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Figure 1-12
Comparison of ECP for Type 304 Stainless Steel and Platinum Surfaces as a Function of
Feedwater Hydrogen Concentration [1-1]

When the molar ratio of hydrogen to oxygen reaches 2:1, the ECP dramatically decreases to
below the IGSCC initiation threshold value of -230 mV(SHE) [1-1]. This technique has the
advantage of providing IGSCC mitigation at low hydrogen injection rates with little increase in
plant operating dose rates. Figure 1-13 presents the decrease in crack growth rate of cold worked
Type 316L stainless steel under NWC and HWC plus NMCA conditions [1-13].
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Figure 1-13
Crack Growth Rate of Cold Worked Type 316L Stainless Steel under NWC and HWC+NMCA
Conditions [1-13]

NMCA and On-Line NobleChem (OLNC) (discussed in Section 1.9) require that sufficient
catalytic material be present on plant surfaces, and that the hydrogen/oxygen molar ratio be
maintained >2 [1-14]. Laboratory tests indicate that a Pt plus Rh (NMCA) or Pt alone (OLNC)
loading level of just greater than 0.02 [tg/cm2 is sufficient to produce an ECP <-230 mV(SHE) on
NMCA and OLNC coated surfaces when the hydrogen to oxygen molar ratio is 2.2, Figure 1-14.
ECP measurements taken during plant OLNC applications suggest that much smaller deposition
amounts are needed for an effective catalytic surface.
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Figure 1-14
Relationship between Surface Loading of Noble Metal and ECP [1-14]

1.9 IGSCC/IASCC Mitigation with OLNC

GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) and EPRI have conceived and put to practice a second-
generation noble metal catalyst process to inject platinum solution into the reactor during plant
operation. The newer process is referred to as OLNC. The OLNC process allows noble metal
injection into a BWR while the plant is operating at or near full power. In addition to saving
critical path time required for NMCA, OLNC also has many technical advantages, as follows:

1. Cracks are likely to be more open with the higher pressures, temperatures and flow rates
during plant operation, vs. the hot shutdown conditions of NMCA, and hence, noble metal
can penetrate more easily inside the crack mouths.

2. The total amount of noble metal added per application is quite small, i.e., approximately one
third of that in each NMCA application.

3. Only the Pt chemical is used, thus reducing the total chemical species input, which minimizes
the risk of chemical effects on fuel under full power boiling conditions.

4. OLNC can be performed during plant operation, and can reduce the potential for crack
flanking, discussed in Section 2.3, caused by extended periods between reapplications and/or
by hydrogen water chemistry interruptions.
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5. The potential fuel impact is less than with NMCA because the chemistry transients
subsequent to the OLNC application are smaller. NMCA tends to induce a larger crud
redistribution transient, and a larger reactor water 61Co transient, which in turn creates a
larger zinc injection demand. Reactive increases in zinc injection rate have been strongly
linked to thicker tenacious crud deposits on fuel, and more crud spalling.

6. OLNC may provide potential shutdown dose rate mitigation.

7. OLNC is as effective as classic NMCA for mitigating crack growth and initiation.

Figure 1-15 illustrates the effectiveness of mitigating crack growth rate with OLNC [ 1-15].
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Figure 1-15
Mitigation of Crack Growth with OLNC in Furnace Sensitized Type 304 Stainless Steel [1-15]

The potential impact to operating fuel was a major consideration in development of the OLNC
process. The same NMCA Pt chemical, sodium hexahydroxyplatinate, Na 2Pt(OH)6,was used for
the OLNC process, and the rhodium (Rh) chemical was eliminated to minimize the number of
chemicals interacting with the fuel during boiling. The combination of Pt and Rh was selected
for NMCA to enhance durability. Pt provides acceptable durability with OLNC, given the
vendor-recommended annual application frequency. The Pt chemical is prepared in a [[ -% ]] TS
solution, and is further diluted by a factor of [[ -==-- ]] TS by mixing with demineralized water
during injection into the feedwater. Upon mixing with the feedwater, the Pt concentration is
approximately [[ -- ]] TS ppt. Some Pt deposition may occur in the injection line, but the
estimated amount is insignificant compared to the total input.
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Each OLNC application injects approximately one third of the noble metal that is injected with
each NMCA. OLNC injection occurs over about ten days vs. two days for NMCA. In addition,
the Pt deposition rate is expected to be higher at the OLNC application temperature of 530'F vs.
the NMCA application temperature of 260'F. All of these factors cause the Pt concentrations
seen in reactor water samples during OLNC applications to be much lower than during NMCA
applications. In addition, the Pt particles formed during OLNC are expected to be smaller and
more uniformly distributed than the Pt and Rh particles formed during NMCA. Scanning
electron microscope micrographs of laboratory-deposited NMCA and OLNC surfaces under
simulated BWR condition - "n Figure 1-16. The OLNC particles are well distributed
with Qi7P, r:noing from [[ ]] TS, while the NMCA particles tend to deposit in

---- ]] clusters.
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Figure 1-16
Micrographs Comparing NMCA and OLNC Lab-Deposited Particles

Limited scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) has been performed with surfaces
extracted from plant MMS coupon surfaces. An example from an OLNC MMS coupon is shown
in Figure 1-17, along with the energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) of the small grey circular
particle targeted in the figure (red dot). The peaks show that Pt is the predominant element
present. The Pt particles are approximately 5-30 nm in diameter, with reasonably uniform
dispersion.
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Figure 1-17
STEM and EDS Characterization of OLNC MMS Coupon Oxide Surface

ECP can be measured during OLNC applications because the reactor is at operating temperature.
Measurements during the first OLNC applications showed the ECP decreasing to very low
potentials in the first day of the application. This raised the question whether Pt was depositing
preferentially at the ECP sensor sites, due to some interaction with the sensors, or that Pt
deposition on the ECP sensors might affect their readings. GEH conducted a laboratory test
where Pt deposition after an OLNC application was measured on the stainless steel surfaces
adjacent to an active ECP sensor, adjacent to a disconnected ECP sensor and remote from the
ECP sensors. All three locations had comparable deposition, within the expected variation of
deposition [ 1-20].

There have been multiple instances where plants have changed out ECP sensors after they were
subjected to NMCA or OLNC applications and seen the same ECP measurement with the new
sensor as with the active old sensor. Noble metal deposition on the sensors did not affect the ECP
measurement. This experience indicates that Pt deposition on ECP sensors does not affect the
performance of the sensors.

1.10 BWRVIP Crack Growth Modeling for Stainless Steel

1.10.1 Neutron Fluence <5 x 1020 n/cm2

BWRVIP has developed a statistically based correlation of crack growth rate and key mechanical
and environmental parameters. The empirical model is designed to predict the crack propagation
rate of stainless steels in the BWR environment [1-6, 1-7]. The model equation has the following
form:
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In of crack growth rate (mmi/s) = a In K - b C + d ECP + e/T - f

where:

a, b, c, d, e, f = empirically fit constants
K = stress intensity, MPa'/m
C = conductivity at 250C, pS/cm
ECP = electrochemical corrosion potential, mV(SHE)
T = absolute temperature, 'K

The calibration data set included only sensitized, unirradiated, non-cold worked Type 304
stainless steel test results that were characterized by measured values of corrosion potential,
conductivity, stress intensity and temperature. The 9 5 th percentile model is conservative for non-
sensitized material, other stainless steels including Types 347, 316L and 316NG. It has been
accepted by the NRC for application to stainless steels irradiated to a fluence of <5 x 1020 n/cm 2.
Most of the earlier data used in NUREG/CR-0313 Rev. 2 [1-16], for which measured ECP and
conductivity are not available, are also bounded by the 9 5 th percentile model under credible
assumptions of ECP and conductivity. Figure 1-18 shows the predicted crack growth rate versus
ECP for the BWRVIP best fit and 95th percentile models for K = 26.6 MPa'Im, T = 270'C and
0.10 pS/cm conductivity, with relevant data. The correlation clearly shows that the predicted
crack growth rate decreases as the ECP decreases.
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Figure 1-18
Type 304 Stainless Steel Crack Growth Rate vs. ECP for BWRVIP Model
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It should be noted that other validated crack growth models such as GEH's PLEDGE model can
be used. The PLEDGE crack growth model uses crack propagation algorithms based on a "first
principles" model of crack advance known as the film rupture/slip oxidation model [1-17].
PLEDGE calculated crack growth rates are significantly lower than those calculated using the
BWRVIP correlation at HWC conditions.

1.10.2 Neutron Fluence >5 x 10'0 n/cm2and *3 x 1021 n/cm2

As plants age, certain locations in the mid-plane of the core shroud experience fluence levels
exceeding 5 x 10" n/cm2 . With increasing fluence, the materials become susceptible to IASCC.
BWRVIP has developed methodologies to evaluate crack growth in irradiated BWR stainless
steel internal components for fluence levels from 5 x 1020 n/cm2 to 3 x 102" n/cm2 that have been
approved by the NRC [ 1-12]. K-dependent crack growth curves have been developed that
provide a reasonable bound to laboratory data under NWC and HWC conditions. It should be
noted that the HWC curve is a factor of three lower than the NWC curve.

The crack growth rates specified in BWRVIP-99-A [1-12] shall be used for evaluating welds that
are exposed to neutron fluences above 5 x 1020 n/cm 2, and fluences equal to or less than 3 x 102"

2n/cm.

1.10.3 Factors of Improvement for Stainless Steel

The BWRVIP model clearly indicates decreasing crack growth rate with decreasing ECP and
supports the implementation of HWC to mitigate IGSCC. The crack growth rates generated from
this model can then be utilized to calculate factors of improvements (FOIs) based on HWC
availability. The FOI is the ratio of the average crack growth rate over a time period under NWC
to the average crack growth rate when operating with a combination of NWC and HWC.

FOI = (NWC CGR)/[(NWC CGR)*(1 - A) + (HWC CGR)*A]

NWC CGR - Normal Water Chemistry Crack Growth Rate
HWC CGR - Hydrogen Water Chemistry Crack Growth Rate
A - HWC Availability (%)/100
HWC Availability (%) - Percentage of time of IGSCC Mitigation

Table 1-3 contains BWRVIP model FOIs over a range of ECP values at 0.3 PS/cm conductivity.
Conductivities greater than this value exceed Action Level 1 of the EPRI BWR Water Chemistry
Guidelines [ 1-1 ]. The stress intensity for the crack growth calculations was 27.5 MPa•!m
(25 ksiin). Figure 1-19 presents the data of Table 1-3 plus additional FOI results for other
corrosion potentials.

* Action Level 1 is defined as the value of a parameter that, if exceeded, may threaten
long-term system reliability, as indicated by data or engineering judgment, thereby
warranting an improvement of operating practices. The guidelines specify actions to
be taken in the event that Action Levels are exceeded.
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* Since the model is characterized by a series of parallel lines as a function of conductivity, the
identical FOI values would be obtained at other conductivities although the calculated crack
growth rates would be different.

It is important to note that this FOI evaluation is limited to locations with fluence •5 x 102' n/cm2

for the BWRVIP model. As noted above, for neutron fluence >5 x 102o n!cm2 and •3 x 102' n/cm 2

the HWC curve is a factor of three lower than the NWC curve, which would support a FOI of
[[I = ]] TS with [ ]] TS HWC Availability.

Table 1-3
BWRVIP Crack Growth Modeling Factors of Improvement for Stainless Steel as a Function of
HWC Availability for an ECP
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Figure 1-19
Plot of Stainless Steel Crack Growth Rate FOls based on HWC Availability and ECP

The results of this analysis suggest that a FOI of r[ -'=.- I]] TS is readily obtainable over a
relatively wide range of HWC availability and ECP. For example, from Figure 1-19, a HWC
availability of only T4 ]] TS and a reduction in material ECP to only [[ . ii] TS
(SHE), a FOI of [[ -- ]] TS in crack growth rate retardation could be obtained. Similarly, a
[[II _•-.i]] TS HWC availability and a reduction in material ECP to [[ .- ]]TS
would provide the same IGSCC benefit. Other validated crack growth models such as
PLEDGE may be used for generating similar FOI tables.

1.11 BWRVIP Crack Growth Modeling for Nickel-base Alloys

In response to the IGSCC or, more accurately, interdendritic stress corrosion cracking (IDSCC)
in the case of nickel-base weld alloys in the nozzle-to-safe end locations and access hole covers,
the BWRVIP has developed crack growth rate disposition curves applicable to components of
Alloy 82, 182 and 600 types of nickel base austenitic materials. The curves are based on Alloy
182 (nickel-based weld metal) field and laboratory crack growth data. The crack growth behavior
of Alloy 82 and Alloy 600 in the BWR environment is expected to be far better than that of
Alloy 182 as demonstrated by field experience. Hence, the crack growth evaluation methodology
is conservative in application to Alloys 82 and 600. The disposition curves and supporting
analyses are contained in BWRVIP-59-A [1-18], which has been reviewed and approved by the
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NRC. Disposition curves have been developed for two BWR environments, i.e., NWC at or
below the EPRI Action Level 1 conditions and HWC that meets EPRI guidelines. Table 1-4
summarizes these equations.

Table 1-4
Alloy 182 Crack Growth Rate Disposition Equations [1-18]
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All the Alloy 182 disposition curves are characterized by two parts: a K-dependent curve for
stress intensity levels up to 27.5 MPa'lm (25 ksi'lin) and a crack growth rate independent of
stress intensity above 27.5 MPaJm (25 ksilin), Figures 1-20 and 1-21. As was the case for
stainless steel, this model clearly shows that the predicted crack growth rate decreases as the
ECP decreases. As shown in Table 1-4, for stress intensities >25 ksilin (>27.5 MPa'lm) the
disposition crack growth rate with HWC is reduced to [[ r-i ]] TS of the crack growth rate with
NWC, a Factor of Improvement (FOI) of [[ -- J] TS. At lower values of K the FOI increases,
as can be seen by comparing Figures 1-20 and 1-21. For a stress intensity of 10 ksiin (11
MPa'lm) the FOI is [[ --- - ] TS.
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Figure 1-20
Proposed Alloy 182 Crack Growth Rate Disposition Curve for NWC at or Below Action Level 1
[1-18]
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Figure 1-21
Proposed Alloy 182 Crack Growth Rate Disposition Curve for HWC [1-18]

1.12 BWRVIP Crack Growth Disposition Curve FOIs for Alloy 182

The BWRVIP disposition curves discussed in Section 1.11 also indicate decreasing crack growth
rate with the implementation of HWC. As was the case for stainless steels, the crack growth rates
generated from this model can then be utilized to calculate FOIs based on HWC availability.
Table 1-5 contains BWRVIP disposition curve FOIs as a function of HWC availability for Alloy
182. As discussed in Section 1.11, the Alloy 182 curve is conservative for Alloys 82 and 600.
Since the stress intensity for the crack growth calculations was 27.5 MPa\Im (25 ksiin), then the
FOI of HWC over NWC was [[ ý ]] TS. Although, as was the case for stainless steels, this FOI
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evaluation is limited to fluences <5 x 102" n/cm2, since BWR nickel-base alloys are not exposed
to high fluence, the fluence limit is not a concern. The model has not been validated above this
fluence level. Figure 1-22 graphically presents the data of Table 1-5.

Table 1-5
BWRVIP Disposition Curve Factors of Improvement for Alloy 182 as a Function of HWC
Availability at an ECP of -230 mV(SHE)
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BWRVIP Model conditions: K > 27.5 MPa'm and T = 288°C
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Figure 1-22
Plot of Alloy 182 Crack Growth Rate FOls based on HWC Availability at an ECP of
-230 mV(SHE)
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The results of this analysis suggest that a FOI of [[ - ' ]] TS is readily obtainable over a
relatively wide range of HWC availability. For example, from Figure 1-22, any HWC-M or
NMCA or OLNC implementation where the component ECP is <-230 mV(SHE) and on-line
availability is [[ - ]] TS results in a FOI of [[ -=- ]] TS in crack growth rate retardation.

1.13 Vessel Internals Inspection Recommendations Based on FOls

Based on the crack growth modeling results and measurements discussed in Sections 1.10
and 1.11 and the example of radiolysis results of Section 3.4, a vessel internals inspection
program can be developed based on FOIs for plants that have effectively implemented IHWC-M,
NMCA or OLNC. The FOI calculated for specific internal components would be applied to
revise the internals inspection interval established in the various BWRVIP I&E documents.
Inspection intervals for some components have been evaluated and revised based on effective
implementation of chemistry mitigation as specified in BWRVIP-62. The BWRVIP will propose
revised inspection intervals for other vessel internals for plants that have effectively implemented
HWC-M, NMCA or OLNC.

1.14 NEI 03-08 Implementation Requirements

This report is provided for information. However, if the report is used to justify inspection
relief for piping and internal components at BWRs that have implemented moderate hydrogen
water chemistry, or Noble Metal Chemical Application or On-Line Chemical Addition,
then the implementation steps described in Chapter 5 are "needed" in accordance with the
implementation requirements of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 03-08, "Guideline for the
Management of Materials Issues".
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2
EXPERIENCE WITH MITIGATION EFFECTIVENESS IN
INTERNAL PLANT COMPONENTS

2.1 Introduction

While the mitigation of BWR recirculation system austenitic stainless steel piping IGSCC has
been addressed in BWRVIP-75-A [2-1], this section of BWRVIP-62 Revision 1 is designed to
clearly demonstrate that IGSCC mitigation also occurs with reactor internals under HWC-M,
HWC plus NMCA or HWC plus OLNC conditions. This hypothesis will be substantiated by
examining core shroud visual and ultrasonic testing (UT) from eight BWRs, the stub tube
evaluations from Santa Marfa de Garofia and Nine Mile Point Unit I and in-plant crack growth
rate data from a double cantilever beam (DCB) furnace sensitized stainless steel specimen
monitored directly in the bottom head drain line (BHDL) of an operating BWR with and
without HWC.

2.2 Core Shroud Re-inspection

2.2.1 Introduction

Visual and UT examinations of BWR shrouds, which provide structural support to the reactor
core and fuel assemblies to maintain the core geometry, have been conducted since the early
1990s [2-2]. Results of these inspections have shown the shroud to be one of the most frequently
cracked and actively cracking components in BWRs. To reduce crack growth rates and crack
initiation in the shroud, as well as in other components, all U.S. BWRs as of 2004 achieved some
level of IGSCC mitigation through HWC. This mitigation occurred either at HWC-M levels or at
low IHWC levels with NMCA or OLNC. Review of shroud UT re-inspection results provides
important quantitative information on the effectiveness of plant mitigation activities

This section of this report is directed at evaluating crack growth rates of existing IGSCC
indications in the core shrouds of a few HWC-M plants, a few NMCA plants and one OLNC
plant, KKM. KKM is unique to date in that it has both NMCA and OLNC results represented
in this study. All of the plants were inspected and then operated with mitigation for the period
between inspections. For KKM, the effectiveness of the NMCA results may have been
compromised due to the risk of crack flanking as described in Section 2.3. Table 2-1 lists the
history of mitigation as well as the timing of the inspections for the plants in the study.
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Table 2-1
History of Shroud Mitigation and Inspections [2-2]
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2.2.2 Overview of Methods for Determining Crack Growth Rates

For the majority of inspections, the UT evaluations reported the heat affected zone (HAZ) with
cracking, the shroud surface with the indication, the starting location, the end location and the
maximum depth associated with each indication around the circumference of the weld.

Consistent with the evaluation methods developed by the BWRVIP, the inspection data used did
not include any non-destructive examination (NDE) uncertainty since these values are dependent
on the inspection system [2-2]. For these comparisons, efforts were made to align the indications
from the first inspection with those detected in the second inspection. At times, there was a need
to slightly bias the first set to match the latter set around the circumference. In some cases, a set
of initial flaws had coalesced to form the flaw recorded in the later inspection. For these cases,
the extreme ends of the flaws from the initial inspection were compared with the ends of the flaw
recorded in the later inspection. No efforts were made to record rates associated with coalescence
since there could be uncertainty in the total time associated with flaw growth. Where multiple
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flaws were involved, the largest recorded depth from each location was used for the deepening
calculation.

If the initial measurement of depth was larger than the later measurement, the calculated value of
crack growth was shown as a negative value, but was set to zero for the plots. Similarly, if length
comparisons indicate an inactive crack, that crack growth rate was set to zero for the plots. The
crack growth rate data are presented in a cumulative distribution format, from lowest to highest
crack growth rate. The zero crack growth rate data points are not plotted, but the position of the
positive crack growth rate data relative to the cumulative distribution y-axis reflect the number of
zero crack growth rates in each distribution. To simplify the analysis, the crack growth rates
were based on assuming 8000 hot operating hours per year.

2.2.3 Evaluation of Mitigation on Crack Growth Rates

Crack lengthening and deepening is evaluated for nine inspections at eight plants [2-2]. Four of
these are HWC-M plants, four are NMCAIHWC plants and one of the NMCA plants has become
an OLNC plant. Note that there are only three plants referenced for HWC-M lengthening,
because there were no lengthening crack growth rates determined for Brunswick Unit 1, only
deepening crack growth rates. To better assess the impact of these environments on crack
growth, total cumulative distributions were prepared.

The crack lengthening behavior is evaluated for HWC-M, for NMCA, for OLNC and for all
mitigated CGRs combined in comparison with NWC. Figure 2-1 displays the HWC-M data vs.
the NWC distribution. The HWC-M CGRs are [[ - ]] TS slower than the NWC CGRs.
Figure 2-2 has the NMCA distribution vs. the NWC distribution for lengthening CGRs. The
reduction in CGR is more pronounced than that for HWC-M. The NMCA CGRs are [[ ]- 1] TS
lower than the NWC CGRs. Since KKM is the only BWR that modified its water chemistry-from
NMCA to OLNC, Figure 2-3 presents the lengthening comparisons specifically for this plant.
The crack lengthening rates at KKM under OLNC follow the trend of the NMCA rates, although
the fastest growing crack at KKM exceeds the NMCA database.

The crack deepening behavior is evaluated for HWC-M, for NMCA, for OLNC and for all
mitigated CGRs combined in comparison with NWC. Figure 2-4 displays the HWC-M data vs.
the NWC distribution. The HWC-M CGRs are about [j - ] TS lower than the NWC CGRs.
Figure 2-5 has the NMCA distribution vs. the NWC distribution for deepening CGRs. The
reduction in CGR is less pronounced than that for HWC-M. The NMCA CGRs are [[ - _ ]] TS
lower than the NWC CGRs. Figure 2-6 presents the deepening comparisons for KKM with
OLNC. There is a dramatic reduction in crack deepening rates with OLNC at KKM, to levels
comparable to those with HWC-M.

The results for the combined HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC crack lengthening data shown in
Figure 2-7 are, obviously, in between the results for HWC-M and NMCA separately. The overall
mitigated CGRs are [ . ]]TS less than the corresponding NWC rates.
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The results for the combined HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC deepening crack growth rate data
shown in Figure 2-8 indicate that the overall mitigated crack growth rates are [[ .. ]
less than the corresponding NWC crack growth rates.

Shroud inspections have continued since the publication of reference [2-2]. As an example,
data from the shroud inspection performed on Susquehanna Unit 1 in March 2010 (since the
publication of BWRVIP-174 Rev. 1) were evaluated to determine crack length and depth growth
rates since 2004. The unit continued to operate on HWC-M over that period. Indications from the
2010 inspection were matched up with those in reference [2-2] to determine the distribution
of crack growth rates. There were [[ -=- ]] TS evaluated indications in the H4 weld at
Susquehanna Unit 1 where the region inspected in 2000 could be matched to the same region
inspected in 2004. The same [[ -=- ]] TS indications were evaluated for length and depth
growth between 2004 and 2010. The evaluation revealed that HWC-M continued to maintain low
crack growth rates that were consistent with the experience of other HWC-M plants.
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Figure 2-1
HWC-M (3 Plants) vs. NWC Lengthening Distributions [2-2]
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Figure 2-2
NMCA (4 Plants) vs. NWC Lengthening CGR Distributions [2-2]
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Comparison of KKM OLNC Lengthening Crack Growth Rates with All NWC Lengthening Crack Growth Rates [2-2]
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Figure 2-4
HWC-M (4 Plants) vs. NWC Deepening CGR Distributions [2-2]
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Figure 2-5
NMCA (4 Plants) vs. NWC Deepening CGR Distributions [2-2]
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Figure 2-6
Comparison of KKM OLNC Deepening Crack Growth Rates with All NWC Deepening Crack Growth Rates [2-2]
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Figure 2-7
All Mitigation (7 Plants) vs. NWC Lengthening Crack Growth Rate Distributions [2-2]
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Figure 2-8
All Mitigation (8 Plants) vs. NWC Deepening Crack Growth Rate Distributions [2-2]
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2.2.4 Summary of Mitigation Effectiveness of Core Shrouds

The crack growth rate results covered in Section 2.1 support the effectiveness of these mitigation
methods, with key observations summarized below:

" All mitigation methods show crack growth rate reductions when compared to NWC crack
growth rates.

* Mitigation reduces lengthening crack growth rates by [[ -,--- ]] TS overall, with NMCA
plants showing the most crack growth rate reduction.

* Mitigation reduces deepening crack growth rates by [[ . ]] TS overall, with HWC-M
plants showing the most crack growth rates reduction.

* For one plant that has transitioned from NMCA to OLNC, lengthening rates with OLNC are
comparable to the NMCA plant database, while the deepening rates are comparable to the
1IWC-M database.

2.3 Crack Flanking

Crack flanking was developed as a hypothetical scenario in 2002 to explain the continued rapid
crack lengthening seen in the KKM shroud cracks. A crack can develop crack flanking if the
crack grows lengthwise or depth-wise a sufficient distance that the crack tip is too far from the
deposited noble metal to have a catalytic benefit. Then with the low HWC injection used for
NMCA, the "flanked" crack tip continues to grow at near-NWC growth rates. At KKM, the
fastest growing shroud cracks had lengthening rates approximately [[ ý- ]] TS times the NRC
accepted disposition rate of 5 x 10.5 in/hr. The plant started up and ran without HWC in service
for about nine weeks after their NMCA, during which the cracks could have grown as much as
[ . " IllTS at each tip. These crack tips, which had "flanked" the noble metal

deposited in the crack at the outage, continued to grow at near-NWC rates from that time on.

Extensive crack growth testing has been performed on NMCA-treated specimens, which
demonstrates that the crack flanking phenomenon occurs under laboratory conditions [2-3]. The
testing consisted of three phases: the NMCA-treated specimen was loaded in NWC for several
millimeters of crack growth, and then loaded again in excess hydrogen, then in hydrogen only.
Crack growth rates are lowest in the hydrogen only environment. If the crack growth rates in
excess hydrogen and in hydrogen only were similar, then the crack was still considered catalytic.
If the crack growth rate in excess hydrogen was significantly higher than the crack growth rate in
the hydrogen only environment, then crack flanking had occurred. For the thumb-nail shaped
cracks formed in the laboratory testing, where the crack length was approximately twice
the crack depth, the increase in depth at which flanking has been observed has averaged
approximately 5 mm (200 mils). The smallest growth for crack flanking was between 2.1 mm
(83 mils, no flanking) and 4.2 mm (165 mils) [2-11]. Above 3 mm (120 mil) of crack growth
(depth or end lengthening) there are concerns for flanking.

Given the possibility of crack flanking, the worst case scenario for a plant is low HIWC
availability after its NMCA application. An example calculation can be performed using the
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shroud crack growth rates for NWC conditions and KKM OLNC conditions from Figure 2-3. At
the cumulative distribution level of 73% (toward the high end of the range), where the NWC
crack lengthening rate is [1 .. . ]] TS, the KKM OLNC lengthening rate is
[[ ........................... ]] TS This OLNC rate includes time off HWC, shutdown and startup
effects over several years. Assuming the KKM growth rate over a one year period between
OLNC applications, a crack would grow by [[ ]] TS at each end. If the onset of
crack flanking were [[ Dd...EP I.R1 P-H. . ]] TS the crack would receive an OLNC
reapplication before the onset of crack flanking. If the onset of flanking were [[ .

]] TS the crack would be flanked for the last [[ 1] TS of the year before OLNC
reapplication. In an NMCA plant, the same crack would develop flanking in [[ ]] TS
and then grow at near-NWC growth rates for Ft ]] TS assuming NMCA were applied
every six years.

Plants have made substantial improvements in HWC systems and their operation, to assure that
their HWC availability is well in excess of 90%. However, even when HWC is operating a crack
can grow at a lower rate, so crack flanking can still be a concern with high HWC availability. For
US BWRs the interval between the initial NMCA application and re-application (or start of
OLNC) has been from [[ -]] TS

Despite the laboratory data on crack flanking, the inspection data presented in Section 2.3.3
demonstrates that NMCA has been effective at mitigating IGSCC and in particular at reducing
crack lengthening rates. The difference between field experience and expectations based on
laboratory results may be due to a number of factors. The laboratory conditions may be more
severe than in the field. Cracks with low growth rates in NMCA conditions may not grow
enough between re-applications to develop flanking. Or it may be that noble metal deposits are
somewhat mobile in plants, due to the loose crud on surfaces like the fuel, such that noble metal
is redistributed in fresh crack surfaces.

BWRs operating with NMCA are implementing OLNC for various reasons, such as to avoid the
outage impact of NMCA and to obtain projected reductions in shutdown radiation fields. OLNC
is expected to minimize the impact of crack flanking because platinum additions are made
annually to deposit on new crack surfaces that may have developed over the interval. Also,
OLNC produces much smaller particles of platinum than NMCA, and the particles are delivered
at operating recirculation and core flow rates, which increases the potential for platinum to
penetrate into new or growing cracks.

2.4 HWC Mitigation of Stub Tube Cracking at Santa Maria de Garofia

The crack growth due to IGSCC of control rod drive (CRD) stub tubes in the lower plenum of
the Santa Maria de Garofia BWR 3 was based on the comparison among data collected through
the inspections carried out during refueling outages since 1988 and calculations from the
BWRVIP-14 crack growth rate model [2-4] using inputs from the radiolysis model [2-5].

The initial reactor chemistry was highly oxidizing NWC (cycles 1 to 14) [2-6]. Later, hydrogen
was injected, reaching the low HWC (HWC-L) conditions in 1986 for fuel cycles 15 to 19.
Finally, the hydrogen injection level was increased enabling a HWC-M environment since 1996,
i.e., from cycle 20 to the present. Figure 2-9 summarizes the water chemistry history featuring
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the reactor water conductivity and ECP values for Type 304 stainless steel [2-6]. The
improvement in water chemistry was not only related to the initiation of HWC, but was also due
to plant initiatives such as the installation of condensate filters in cycle 20 and optimization of
ion exchange resin management.

The stub tubes have been inspected during the programmed refueling outages since 1988,
allowing the presence of indications to be identified and dimensioned [2-6]. Also, the inspection
of one fixed penetration in different refueling outages has permitted the crack growth rate of
the indications of the component to be quantified. The stub tube inspection procedures have
remained basically unchanged since 1988 to minimize the uncertainties associated with changes
in the inspection methodologies. The inspections are performed using several ultrasonic testing
(UT) and eddy current (EC) transducers, and new technologies have been incorporated as
available. However, for comparison purposes, and also because it has proven to be the best
transducer for dimensioning, the same transducer has been used since the first inspection in
1988.

The crack growth rates were classified into the two different environmental stages, i.e., HWC-L
and HWC-M. The assumed crack growths represent the differences between the two most distant
available measurements, for the same indication, within the same water chemistry period. The
reason for this is to minimize the influence of measurement errors since crack growths are of the
same order as the depth measurement precision. The statistical analysis of the crack growth rate
results is summarized in Table 2-2 along with the factor of improvement (FOI) of HWC-M over
HWC-L. The crack growth rate data base is comprised of over 300 inspections. The statistical
analysis was performed on 45 individual cracks, with an average of three measurements for each
crack; for three of these cracks, seven measurements were performed.
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Figure 2-9
Water Chemistry History of Santa Maria de Garofia [2-6]

Table 2-2
50% and 95% Confidence Level Crack Growth Rate Data from Inspection Data [2-6]
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As shown in Table 2-2, there is a Factor of Improvement (FOI) of about [[ I]] TS in crack
growth rate for HWC-M relative to HWC-L. The FOI is relatively low because the unit did not
achieve a high HWC Availability until 2009. However, this evaluation clearly indicates that
HWC-M mitigates IGSCC in the lower plenum in the Santa Maria de Garofia BWR. The
statistical study of the actual crack growth data demonstrates that there is a clear relationship
between the water chemistry and the rate of progression of the indications in the lower plenum
[2-5].

The FOI of [[E ]] TS was achieved at El ]] TS HWC Availability and an ECP of
E[ .- ,,, .... ] TS. The FOI calculated from the crack growth rate model in BWRVIP-14-A
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under the same conditions is about [[ ]] TS (Figure 1-19). This demonstrates that the
Factors of Improvement based on BWRVIP-14-A, shown on Table 1-3 and in Figure 1-19, are
conservative.

2.5 HWC Mitigation of Stub Tube Cracking at Nine Mile Point 1

Nine Mile Point 1 has 129 CRD penetrations that were fabricated from furnace sensitized
Type 304 stainless steel, which is highly susceptible to IGSCC [2-7, 2-8]. Two to three CRD
penetrations would be identified as leakers per refueling outage prior to HWC and NMCA
implementation in 2000. Probabilistic fracture mechanics studies predicted that without IGSCC
mitigation the two to three CRD penetrations leaks would continue, Figure 2-10. The actual
failure rate from [[ mrn.:. ]] TS Effective Full Power Years (EFPY) was [[ -=.'- : ]TS.
Figure 2-11 shows the predicted failure rate assuming HWC was implemented at 18 EFPY and
would reduce crack growth rates by a factor of [[ .. = - ]]TS.
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Figure 2-10
Predicted Stub Tube Leakage without Mitigation (solid circles are plant data) [2-7, 2-8]
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Figure 2-11
Predicted Stub Tube Leakage Assuming IGSCC Mitigation after 18 EFPY (solid circles are
plant data) [2-7, 2-8]

NMCA was applied during a mid-cycle outage in May 2000. One additional leaking penetration was
found during the following refuel outage in 2001. Since the refuel outage occurred only six months
after NMCA, this was likely a pre-existing condition. There have been no new leaking penetrations
in five successive refuel outages (2003, 2005, 2007, 2009 or 2011) or in forced outages. The
failure rate is [° ]] TS, approximately an order of magnitude below the pre-NMCA
failure rate and consistent with the assumed effectiveness of HWC. Figure 2-12 summarizes the
mitigating benefits of HWC plus NMCA and OLNC in the lower plenum through 2011.
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Figure 2-12
Nine Mile Point 1 Stub Tube Leakage History [after 2-8]

2.6 Lower Plenum ECP Measurements for HWC-M and NMCA

Lower plenum ECP measurements have been obtained from a BWR 3 and a BWR 4 under NWC,
HWC and post-NMCA environments to evaluate the mitigation effect of IGSCC by HWC and
NMCA [2-9]. The ECP measurements were made in the lower plenum region just below the core
plate and further down to near the bottom head, and at radial locations near the center and near the
periphery, using ECP reference electrodes installed in local power range (LPRM) monitors. These
sensors monitored the ECP of stainless steel surfaces inside the LPRM. As necessary, new flow
holes were drilled in the in-core housings of these LPRMs to feed the local reactor water through
coolant flow holes in the LPRM to the ECP monitors. Figure 2-13 shows the location of the flow
holes in the in-core housing and LPRM and the location of the ECP sensors within the LPRM.
ECP electrodes were also installed in flange off the bottom head drain line (BHDL).
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Figure 2-13
LPRM with ECP Electrodes and Installation in Lower Vessel Head [2-9]

2.6.1 BWR 3 ECP Test Results

Figure 2-14 shows the ECP response to feedwater hydrogen at a BWR 3 under HWC-M. Less
hydrogen was needed to reduce ECP near the core plate than below because the radiation field
near the core plate promoted the recombination of hydrogen with oxidants. To mitigate IGSCC
in the lower plenum in this BWR 3, more than 0.9 ppm dissolved hydrogen in the feedwater is
required.
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The ECP responses to hydrogen injection rate at LPRM location B, D and E are almost identical
to each other [2-9]. These plots indicate that the ECP below the radiation impact zone is
independent of the core radial location (center (location B), versus peripheral (location D)) and
the vertical elevation (location E). This fact leads to conclusion that the lower plenum ECP
response is position independent, as long as there is no radiation impact, resulting in a uniform
ECP value.

However, a comparison of the ECP data from the radiation impacted zone (location A and C)
with the non-radiation impacted zone (location B, D and E) indicates significant differences [2-9].
For example, in the radiation impacted zone, the ECP reaches IGSCC mitigation potential of
approximately -200 mV(SHE) at a hydrogen injection rate of 0.65 ppm dissolved hydrogen. On
the other hand, in the non-radiation impacted zone, the ECP reaches IGSCC mitigation potential at
much higher hydrogen injection rate of 0.9 ppm dissolved hydrogen. This is presumably due to the
more efficient gamma radiation assisted recombination of dissolved hydrogen and dissolved
oxygen/hydrogen peroxide in the radiation impacted zone which results in reduced oxidant
concentration.

In both the radiation impacted zone and the non-radiation impacted zone, a threshold behavior
was observed [2-9]. For the radiation impacted zone, this threshold is -0.2 ppm while for the
non-radiation impacted zone, this threshold was -0.6 ppm. The ECP drops dramatically to low
values once this threshold injection is reached.

The ECP of LPRM location F is significantly different from the other locations [2-9]. A
relatively low hydrogen injection rate of 0.29 ppm is sufficient for the ECP of stainless steel at this
location to reach a value of -440 mV(SHE). The possible reasons for this behavior are that (1) the
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in the narrow annulus between the guide tube and the LPRM
cover tube, (2) a synergistic interaction between dissolved hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide
causing an effective recombination of dissolved hydrogen and dissolved oxygen/hydrogen
peroxide within the narrow annulus, (3) a gamma radiation assisted recombination reaction
between the oxidants and dissolved hydrogen within the narrow annulus as the water passes
downwards through the radiation impacted zone and the consumption of oxygen by metal in the
annulus region due to the dynamic corrosion processes. Thus, the crevice/annulus flushing
technique as practiced here was an effective means of mitigating IGSCC of ICM housing internal
surfaces, with low levels of hydrogen injection.

The ECP of BHDL is also different from the other locations [2-9]. The ECP begins to decrease at
much lower feedwater hydrogen concentrations compared to the lower plenum (location B) ECP
response. These data suggest that the ECP of BHDL is more responsive to dissolved hydrogen than
the lower plenum ECP. This is reasonable because a considerable amount of hydrogen peroxide
may exist in the lower plenum, whereas by the time this same water reaches the BHDL ECP
flange location, most of this hydrogen peroxide would be decomposed. Some of the decomposed
hydrogen peroxide can appear as oxygen and some of this oxygen may be consumed by the carbon
steel drain line due to the dynamic film dissolution and film building processes, i.e., corrosion of
carbon steel.
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2.6.2 BWR 4 ECP Test Results - Pre-NMCA

The ECP responses of a BWR 4 at various feedwater hydrogen concentrations are presented in
Figure 2-15 [2-9]. The ECP responses to hydrogen injection rate at LPRM location B and E are
similar to each other. The absolute ECP values at higher feedwater hydrogen concentrations
show some difference, but the ECP trends and NWC ECP values are all similar. These plots also
indicate that, below the radiation impacted zone, i.e., considerably below the core plate, the ECP is
independent of the core radial location (center location B), versus peripheral mid-plenum (location
E). A similar observation was made during the ECP measurement of BWR 3. This fact leads to the
conclusion that the lower plenum ECP response is independent of radial position, and slightly
dependent on elevation position, as long as there is no radiation impact.

It was shown in the ECP measurement of the a BWR 3 that in the non-radiation impacted zone,
the ECP reached IGSCC mitigation potential of approximately -200 mV(SHE) at a feedwater
concentration of 0.9 ppm dissolved hydrogen [2-9]. This effect appears to exit even in the ECP
measurement of a BWR 4 with lower plenum location B and E, showing the need to have
approximately 1.1 ppm dissolved hydrogen at a feedwater concentration to reach the ECP of
approximately -200 mV(SHE).

The summary ECP plot of the LPRM location F remains significantly different from the rest, as
expected, based on the ECP responses of the a BWR 3 [2-9]. A relatively low feedwater hydrogen
concentration of approximately 0.3 ppm is sufficient for the ECP at this location to reach a value
of approximately -200mV(SHE).

The ECP response at LPRM location C' and C'nv appear almost identical [2-9]. This feature
indicates that the ECP behavior at the core plate location is relatively independent of the presence
or absence of vent holes in LPRM. Thus, although the ECP trends at these two locations are
similar, the location without the vent holes requires more dissolved hydrogen (e.g., 0.7 ppm) to
reach approximately -200mV(SHE) compared with the location without vent holes that requires
less dissolved hydrogen (e.g., 0.55 ppm). However, it is not very large difference.

The ECP of BHDL to under NWC condition is approximately 145 mV(SHE), and then begins to
decrease as hydrogen is added [2-9]. The degree of this decrease is slower and is similar to the
lower plenum (location B) ECP response. This is unlike the observation made previously at a
BWR 3, where the ECP of BHDL decreased more rapidly than the EtCP of LPRM B. This
difference was attributed to longer sample lines and lower flow in the BWR 3 BHDL ECP location
compared to the shorter piping length and the higher flow in Hatch 2 case. Both of these factors
contribute to a higher ECP for the BWR 4 BHDL location. This was considered understandable
because, as was discussed above, a considerable amount of hydrogen peroxide can exit in lower
plenum, whereas by the time the water sample reaches the BHDL ECP flange location that is
further away from the RPV bottom head, most of this hydrogen peroxide would be decomposed.
Some of the decomposed hydrogen peroxide can appear as oxygen and some of this oxygen may
be consumed by long sampling line and carbon steel drain line due to corrosion. Thus, the higher
ECP of BHDL in the BWR 4 is not related to the BWR type, but more to the configuration and
location of the BHDL ECP measurement.
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2.6.3 BWR 4 ECP Test Results - Post-NMCA

The ECP response of the BWR 4 of pre- and post NMCA at LPRM location B and BHDL are
shown in Figure 2-16 [2-9]. The post-NMCA ECP at LPRM location B decreases very rapidly at
approximately 0.12 ppm dissolved hydrogen feedwater to values close to -400 mV(SHE). At
0.17 ppm dissolved hydrogen feedwater, the ECP reached a value of -460 mV(SHE), close to the
theoretical potential. The post-NMCA ECP at BHDL was also seen to decrease very rapidly at
approximately 0.12 ppm to values close to -430 mV(SHE). At 0.17 ppm dissolved hydrogen
feedwater, the ECP reached a value of -480 mV(SHE), again close to the theoretical potential.
In comparison, the pre-NMCA ECP showed almost no change in ECP from its NWC value of
approximately 150 mV(SHE), even at 0.6 ppm dissolved hydrogen feedwater. The ECP response
at BHDL is very similar to that at the LPRM location B, as has been observed previously under
NWC condition. Likewise, following NMCA application, both locations respond catalytically to
low hydrogen.
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ECP Responses of a BWR 4 at various Feedwater Hydrogen Concentrations Pre- and Post-NMCA [2-9]
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2.7 Bottom Head ECP for NMCA and OLNC at Several BWRs

The ECP values for the BWR 4 after its NMCA application are very similar to the MMS results,
because of the similar catalytic, excess hydrogen (molar ratio of H:O >2) conditions established
at both locations. In Figure 2-16, the ECP measurements for LPRM Location B and for the
bottom head drain line (BHDL), are both approximately -500 mV(SHE) at 0.2 ppm feedwater
hydrogen. In Figure 2-17, the ECP measured in the [[. ]] TS is [[ - , = °,•,,- ]] TS
at 0.22 ppm feedwater hydrogen. Figure 2-17 also shows ECP results for five other NMCA
plants. These results are also very similar, as expected for Pt-treated surfaces in excess hydrogen.
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Figure 2-17
ECP vs. Feedwater Hydrogen Injection Concentration for NMCA and OLNC Plants

When an NMCA plant begins implementation of OLNC, the normal practice is to install a new
ECP manifold, the piping arrangement that holds the ECP sensors. With a new manifold having
no Pt or Rh deposition from prior NMCA applications, the plant typically shows a more positive
ECP measurement before the OLNC application, which then decreases during the application.
Several examples are shown in Figure 2-18. The ECP measurements before the OLNC begins
vary, depending on whether the plant is an NMCA plant or not, and for the NMCA plants
depending on the length of the line supplying reactor water to the MMS. As the OLNC
application progresses, the deposition of Pt brings the ECP at all plants to approximately the
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same value of -500 mV(SHE). This may be due to the catalyst deposition on the ECP manifold,
or due to depletion of the oxygen by catalytic recombination with hydrogen in the sample line
supplying the MMS.

rr
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Figure 2-18
Repeatability of ECP Decreases during OLNC Applications

Among the plants represented in the Figure 2-17 OLNC data, four plants were previously
NMCA plants and installed new ECP manifolds. The other three had no prior noble metal
applications. The OLNC results for all of those plants are essentially the same as the NMCA
results. This again is expected since all the measurements are of Pt-treated surfaces in excess
hydrogen. The NMCA and OLNC processes involve different application methods, but the end
result is basically the same.

The MMS ECP manifold is designed with a flow velocity of about [[ ]]TS
which is typical of a velocity on the shroud OD near the mid-height of the core beltline. At this
relatively low velocity, the MMS ECP shows little variation between annual OLNC applications.
The bottom head region, with its many shroud support and CRD housing flow obstructions, has a
wide range of flow velocities, some higher than the MMS flow velocity. The Nine Mile Point 1
plant has monitored OLNC effectiveness and durability with ECP probes installed in a reactor
recirculation system decontamination flange since their first OLNC application in 2006. The
flow conditions at the location of the ECP electrodes are expected to be more aggressive than on
the shroud OD, although this has not been confirmed by measurement or hydraulic modeling.
The ECP measurements, annotated to show OLNC applications, refueling outages and some
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scrams, are shown in Figure 2-19, along with some of the plant MMS ECP results.
There are some variations in the recirculation flange ECP, particularly following a refueling
outage, probably due to some oxide/crud restructuring during the outage. However,
the ECP is consistently below about [[ ... "oDj° ]] TS, and repeatedly decreases to

T ]] TS after each OLNC application. The MMS ECP measurements show a
steady value of [[ 14 ]] TS throughout (upward spikes are when the MMS is out of
service). The recirculation flange ECP data demonstrate that even in the flow conditions that
exist in the flange tee, annual OLNC applications provide effective mitigation. Steady, low
ECP measurements from a plant MMS are an effective indicator of OLNC mitigation in the
recirculation piping and throughout the reactor internals, including the bottom head.
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Figure 2-19
Recirculation Pipe Tee and MMS ECP Measurements at Nine Mile Point 1 BWR 2

One BWR-4 with a BHDL ECP measurement close to the vessel bottom drain nozzle has
monitored OLNC mitigation for one year, including two OLNC applications. The plant had an
NMCA application in 2006, so the ECP was already low when OLNC was first applied in 2010.
However, as shown in Figure 2-20, the 2010 OLNC application lowered ECP by 15-20 mV. The
ECP increased about 5 mV during the 13 months after the 2010 application and then decreased
about 5 mV to a steady value during and after the 2011 OLNC. These results indicate that annual
OLNC applications are providing catalytic mitigation in the bottom head region.
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Figure 2-20
BHDL ECP for One Year of OLNC Operation at a BWR-4 with Previous NMCA

2.8 Crack Growth Rate Measurements: Lower Plenum

Figure 2-21 presents in-plant reversing DC potential drop (DCPD) crack growth rate data from a
DCB furnace sensitized stainless steel specimen monitored directly in the BHDL of an operating
BWR with and without HWC-M [2-10]. The DCB specimen was located inside a flange directly
in the bottom head drain line flow stream. This location closely represents the water chemistry
and ECP of the lower plenum region of this particular BWR. The transit time of water between
the lower plenum and the crack growth measurement location in the bottom drain line is
approximately 7 to 12 seconds, and hence is reasonably representative of the lower plenum water
chemistry, with little decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. The crack growth rate under HWC
was a factor of [[ ]] TS lower compared with the NWC condition.
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Figure 2-21
HWC Produces a FOI of [[ I] TS Reduction in Crack Growth Rate in the Lower Plenum
for a Furnace Sensitized Type 304 Stainless Steel DCB Specimen [2-10]

2.9 Conclusions

The above discussion and presented results from evaluations of eight core shrouds and stub tubes
from Santa Marfa de Garofia and Nine Mile Point Unit 1 plus other in-plant ECP measurement
and crack growth rate data clearly indicate that HWC-M, HWC plus NMCA or HWC plus
OLNC mitigate IGSCC in BWRs.

The crack growth rate results from core shroud examinations support the effectiveness of HWC-
M, NMCA and OLNC with the following key conclusions:

* All mitigation methods show crack growth rate reductions when compared to NWC crack
growth rates.

* Mitigation reduces lengthening crack growth rates by [[ -] TS overall, with
NMCA plants showing the most crack growth rate reduction.

Mitigation reduces deepening crack growth rates by [[
HWC-M plants showing the most crack growth rates reduction.

]] TS overall, with

Stub tube examinations from Santa Maria de Garofia and Nine Mile Point Unit 1 both show
reduction in crack growth rates. The Santa Marfa de Garofia stub tube crack growth rates had a
FOI of [ ..... ]] TS while no additional leaking stub tubes have been identified at Nine
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Mile Point Unit 1 since the application of NMCA in May 2000. In-plant reversing DCPD crack
growth rate data from a DCB furnace sensitized stainless steel specimen monitored directly in
the BHDL of an operating BWR with and without HWC showed a FOI of [[ ]] TS with
HWC.

Lower plenum ECP measurements in an NMCA plant show that the MMS ECP provides
a reasonable representation of the lower plenum ECP. Similarity of OLNC and NMCA
measurements at various locations in multiple plants show that the same conclusion applies to
OLNC plants - a steady, low MMS ECP measurement of approximately -500 mV(SHE) in an
MMS system is a reasonable indicator of mitigation in the recirculation piping and reactor
internals, including the bottom head, of an OLNC plant.
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3
RADIOLYSIS MODELING

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, intergranular stress corrosion cracking is driven by the oxidants that
elevate ECP and by corrosive impurities such as chloride and sulfate in reactor water. The
concentration of corrosive impurities is controlled to very low levels by the condensate and
reactor water cleanup systems, and these concentrations do not vary by more than 20% as water
flows through the core region. Sampling of reactor water from external locations such as the
reactor water cleanup system inlet or the recirculation system is adequate to monitor the
concentration of these impurities in the system.

However, the concentration of oxidants and therefore the ECP will vary over a wide range with
location within the reactor vessel. Water is decomposed by fast neutron and gamma radiation to
produce charged particles and free radicals which can interact to produce other stable chemical
species, a process known as radiolysis. The stable decomposition products are hydrogen and
hydrogen peroxide, which then decomposes to oxygen. The gases hydrogen and oxygen are
stripped from the liquid by boiling and removed from the reactor with the steam. However,
peroxide is non-volatile, resulting in excess oxidant in the circulating water in the BWR
compared to the residual hydrogen. The molar ratio of hydrogen to oxidants as oxygen is
typically about 0.7 in the upper downcomer with Normal Water Chemistry (NWC, no hydrogen
injection), and the concentration of oxidants is about 250 ppb as oxygen. These parameters
change as water flows through regions of radiation flux in the downcomer and the lower vessel
head and into the more intense gamma and neutron flux of the core region.

The addition of hydrogen to reactor water shifts the radiolysis reactions toward recombination.
As the concentration of added hydrogen in reactor water increases, the rate of oxidant generation
in the core region decreases, and the rate of recombination reactions in regions of significant
radiation flux outside the core increases. At sufficiently high rates of hydrogen injection,
characteristic of Moderate Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC-M), the oxidant concentration and
consequently the ECP in the lower downcomer, recirculation system and lower plenum can be
reduced. The rate of hydrogen injection needed to achieve chemistry conditions that mitigate
IGSCC of a particular component or weld is highly dependent on location. For example, much
higher injection rates are needed for the upper downcomer and for the lower vessel head region
than for the recirculation system. At lower rates of hydrogen injection, the molar ratio in the
single phase regions can be increased above two, which would support catalytic recombination
of hydrogen with oxidants under Noble Metal Chemical Application (NMCA) or On-Line Noble
Metal Chemistry (OLNC). The rate of hydrogen injection needed to achieve a target molar ratio
will vary depending on the state of radiolysis. The molar ratio will also vary with location, but
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once a molar ratio >2 is established in the upper downcomer, recombination reactions in regions
of radiation flux will tend to drive the molar ratio higher.

With HWC-M the concentration of oxidants can vary over a wide range with hydrogen injection.
External sampling is not adequate to demonstrate that chemistry conditions that mitigate IGSCC
have been achieved at locations of interest. Direct measurement of the Electrochemical
Corrosion Potential (ECP) is only possible in a few locations, such as Local Power Range
Monitors (LPRMs) modified to contain ECP reference electrodes or reference electrodes
mounted in the reactor recirculation loop decontamination flange or in the Bottom Head Drain
Line (BHDL). For NMCA or OLNC external sampling or external ECP measurements
can be used to demonstrate that a molar ratio >2 has been achieved, but these methods cannot
demonstrate that the molar ratio meets industry guidelines or the plant target (typically in the
range of three to four in the upper downcomer).

The objective of radiolysis modeling is to provide a tool that can be used to predict the
concentrations of hydrogen, hydrogen peroxide and oxygen throughout the coolant flow paths in
the reactor vessel and recirculation piping. These predictions can be used to calculate the molar
ratio for NMCA or OLNC plants, and to estimate the concentration of oxidants as oxygen and
the ECP for HWC-M plants. In both cases, the model provides a tool for demonstrating that
IGSCC mitigation has been achieved in regions that cannot be sampled for chemistry, and where
ECP reference electrodes cannot be installed.

3.2 Development of the BWRVIA Radiolysis Model

The development of what was to become the EPRI BWR Vessel and Internals Application
(BWRVIA) for Radiolysis and ECP Analysis began with General Electric (now GE-Hitachi
Nuclear Energy) and UKAEA, Harwell Laboratory (now United Kingdom National Nuclear
Laboratory, NNL) in the mid-1980s, following the demonstration of Hydrogen Water Chemistry
(HWC) at Dresden 2. At that time the focus was on IGSCC of stainless steel piping welds in
the recirculation system. As it became apparent that IGSCC would also affect reactor vessel
internals, modeling efforts turned toward predicting chemistry conditions in various regions
of the reactor vessel.

EPRI funded GE (now GE Hitachi) to work with NNL to develop a computer radiolysis
simulation that would predict the concentrations of hydrogen, oxygen and hydrogen peroxide
along with the concentrations of intermediate species as a function of feedwater hydrogen
concentration. The model was calibrated against measurements of recirculation water and steam
chemistry from Pilgrim's HWC test and predictions were compared to measurements from eight
other plants that had conducted HWC tests through the end of 1987. Results were published in
June 1989 in EPRI NP-6386 [3-1, 3-12]. The modeling demonstrated that the response of oxidant
concentration to the addition of hydrogen depended on the region and design of the reactor.
For jet pump plants, the response was sensitive to the radiation flux in the downcomer and the
coolant residence time in the flux field. The oxidant concentration of the liquid phase in two-
phase regions was not significantly reduced by hydrogen injection. Copper was found to interfere
in the reactions that consumed oxidants at plants with significant copper in reactor water.
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In the early 1990's, EPRI funded GEH to perform radiolysis calculations for ten BWR plants
that (except for one) had performed HWC tests. Calculations were made using Version 4 of the
GE-Harwell radiolysis model [3-12]. This version had incorporated a number of modifications
and improvements that provided more reliable and detailed results. In addition, the results of a
separate investigation of the ECP of Type-316 SS were used to generate ECP values. The ECP
correlations were empirically derived based on EPRI-sponsored rotating cylinder electrode
studies [3-12]. Feedwater hydrogen concentrations ranged from 0 to 3.0 ppm. Chemistry
(H 2, 02, H202) and ECP levels were estimated for ten reactor regions at each BWR modeled.
Results were reported in December 1995 in BWRVIP-13 [3-2].

In the mid-1990's EPRI assumed responsibility for the development and maintenance of the
code, supported by the technical personnel at NNL that had developed the code.

* Version 1.0 was released in 1998 [3-3, 3-4], and its application to support IGSCC mitigation
was described in BWRVIP-62-A [3-5], Technical Basis for Inspection Relieffor BWR
internal Components with Hydrogen Injection.

" Version 2.0 was issued in June 2003, followed by Service Release 1 in October 2005 [3-6].
The following improvements were incorporated [3-7].

- The radiolysis formulation was improved by updating the main chemical input
parameters, namely chemical rate constants for the chemistry and G-values (number of
species produced per 100eV of energy adsorbed) for the primary interactions, to reflect
the current state of knowledge. In particular the rate constants were updated to be in line
with the review by Elliot [3-12] and the G-values to be consistent with the experimental
results of Elliot [3-12] and Sims et al [3-12]. The model predictions were fitted to plant
chemistry data. The comparison of the model with steam and recirculation oxidant data
was adequate and as good as with Version 1.0. All of the chemistry parameters were
defensible.

- The empirical correlation between chemistry and ECP was replaced with the Mixed
Potential Model (MPM), which is a physical-chemical-based model that provides
improved ECP trending (a plateau) in the lower plenum region at low feedwater
hydrogen.

* Version 3.0, released as a beta version in 2008 and 2010 [3-8, 3-9], upgraded the model's
benchmark for neutron and gamma dose rates [3-12] and provides for model calculations
with core axial power shapes that were bottom, middle and top peaked, characteristic of
some core design at beginning, middle, and end of cycle conditions. Improved reaction rate
expressions also were incorporated [3-12].

* Version 3.1, released in 2011 [3-10], incorporated refinements based on sensitivity testing
and comparison to plant data under noble metal hydrogen water chemistry regimes.

3.3 Model Description

The BWRVIA model calculates species concentrations and ECP at each point in the primary
circuit. The radiolysis chemistry of high temperature water around the BWR circuit is simulated
by solving the ordinary differential equations representing this chemistry. The primary
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interactions of the gamma and neutron radiation with the water are simulated, along
with the radiolysis chemistry, gas-liquid partitioning in regions of two phase flow and finally
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide on surfaces. By calculating the local species concentrations
and knowing the local velocity (more specifically the local hydrodynamic conditions affecting
mass transport from the bulk coolant to the surface, represented by dimensionless ratios such
as the Reynolds number) the ECP can be calculated for TIWC-M plants. The molar ratio of
hydrogen to oxidants as oxygen can be calculated from the concentrations of hydrogen, hydrogen
peroxide and oxygen.

The BWRVIA code [3-11] consists of two main modules. The radiolysis module solves the
concentrations of hydrogen, oxygen, hydrogen peroxide and other labile hydrogen-oxygen
species. The ECP module calculates ECP values in associated regions based on the water
radiolysis results. Plant drawings and operational state provide input to solve the coupled
radiolysis and ECP analysis. The former defines geometric parameters and the latter defines
plant radiation field (dose rate) and thermal-hydraulic state (flow).

3.3.1 Radiolysis Module
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3.3.1.1 Flow Circuit Schematics - Jet Pump Plants (BWR/3/4/5/6)
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Figure 3-1
Computer Model of BWR Primary System
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Figure 3-2
Radiolysis Model Region and Circuit Identification
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Figure 3-3
Simplified Schematic of Steam Separator

3.3.1.2 Simulation of BWRs without Jet Pumps (BWR/2)
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3.3.1.3 Radiolysis Module Numerics
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3.3.1.4 Dose Rate Calculations
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Figure 3-4
Comparison of BWRVIA predicted gamma dose rate (Fitted Curve) for the fuel channel with
RAMA calculated dose rate for Susquehanna 2 BOC 11
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Figure 3-5
Comparison of BWRVIA predicted neutron dose rate (Fitted Curve) for the fuel channel with
RAMA calculated dose rate for Pilgrim MOC 15
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Figure 3-6
Comparison of BWRVIA predicted neutron dose rate (Fitted Curve) for the outer bypass with
RAMA calculated dose rate for Hatch 1 MOC 21
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3.3.1.5 Input Parameters
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3.3.2 ECP Module Calculations
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3.3.3 Model Output Files
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3.4 Simulation vs. Measurement

3.4.1 General Discussion of Modeling Plant Data

Boiling water reactors are complicated devices with regard to the fluid flow, fast neutron and
gamma dose rates, and chemical reactions within the primary circuit. Full three-dimensional
modeling of the flow fields, dose rates and chemistry is not feasible. The BWRVIA model
captures the results of three-dimensional radiation transport modeling, partitions the plant into a
manageable number of regions for which simplified flow fields can be defined, and uses the best
available radiolysis chemistry parameters to perform calculations. The major adjustments that
were made to develop the BWRVIA code were as follows.
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Since the BWRVIA model is an approximation to reality, model predictions were benchmarked
against plant chemistry and ECP measurements, and as appropriate model parameters were
adjusted within their ranges of expected variance to improve agreement with the benchmark data.
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Plant measurements are also subject to uncertainty, which should be considered in evaluating
how well model predictions fit the data. BWR plant data that can be used to benchmark the
BWRVIA model include:

* Dissolved hydrogen and oxygen concentrations in reactor coolant samples from the reactor
recirculation system, bottom head drain line (BHDL), and reactor water cleanup system inlet
(RCI), if the ratio of BHDL flow to total inlet flow is known.

" Hydrogen and oxygen concentrations in steam samples.

" ECP measurements made by sensors located in Local Power Range Monitors (LPRM),
decontamination flanges on recirculation system piping, and in the BHDL.

Chemistry measurements are typically carried out using analyzers that allow the volatile gases
in the water to pass through a porous medium to a working electrode, where they are either
oxidized or reduced electrochemically. The resulting current indicates the level of gas in the
water. Specifications for dissolved oxygen analyzers currently in use claim a sensitivity of 0.1
ppb with an accuracy of +/- 0.1 ppb. Operating experience demonstrates that properly calibrated
and maintained analyzers will respond to small changes (such as perturbations in hydrogen
injection rate) well below 1.0 ppb. However, data from the early years of hydrogen injection may
not have had the same sensitivity or accuracy, but are considered reliable down to 10 ppb.

ECP measurements are carried out using a range of reference electrodes (Pt, Fe/Fe30 4, Ag/AgCI)
to measure the potential difference between the reference and the nearby stainless steel surface of
the plant component. New reference electrodes are typically warranted for an accuracy of +
30mV. Two identical electrodes in close proximity may show differences in potential of 50mV.
Pt electrodes require the presence of excess hydrogen over oxidant and therefore cannot monitor
ECP in BWR Normal Water Chemistry. However, they will function when sufficient hydrogen is
added to raise the molar ratio above two. A great deal of effort has been spent over the years to
make these standard electrodes robust enough to withstand the harsh conditions inside a nuclear
reactor. In the early years of hydrogen injection, sensors were installed in the core region (within
LPRMs) to measure ECP near the core outlet. There were indications that such devices may not
work accurately in the presence of the intense radiation fields in the core region [3-12]. Current
practice is to install ECP monitoring outside of the core region, at or below the core plate in
LPRMs, in the recirculation system or bottom head drain line, or in external locations such as a
Mitigation Monitoring System (MMS).

In addition to the local concentrations of hydrogen and oxidant, the ECP measurement is affected
by the nature of the oxide film on the stainless steel surface. A clean, polished surface will have a
much lower ECP than the same surface with a fully developed oxide film. This is shown in
Figure 3-7 and is due to the reduction in the corrosion rate as the oxide film develops. Several
hundred hours may be required to obtain a stable ECP reading from LPRM-ECP installations if
the LPRM has not been pre-oxidized. ECP manifolds for the MMS and stainless steel working
electrodes are typically pre-oxidized in order to decrease the exposure time for realistic readings.
All in-plant ECP measurements are made on plant components or against stainless steel working
electrodes that have been acclimated to BWR operating conditions for sufficient time to develop
an oxide film characteristic of plant surfaces. Operating experience indicates that the ECP
responds relatively quickly to a loss of hydrogen injection (transition from reducing to oxidizing
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conditions), but much more slowly following a return to reducing conditions. This is due to the
slow conversion of hematite to lower oxidation state iron oxides and spinels. The ECP data from
plant hydrogen tests may have some uncertainty as a consequence of not holding hydrogen
injection rates long enough to achieve equilibrium ECP measurements.
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Figure 3-7
ECP Vs. Immersion Time in 288C Water with 300 ppb Dissolved Oxygen [3-12]

Another significant factor affecting the measurement of ECP is the local flow velocity and
hydrodynamic conditions that affect mass transport of hydrogen and oxidants to the steel
surface. The effects of hydrodynamic conditions on ECP are illustrated in Figure 3-8, which
shows laboratory measurements of ECP as a function of dissolved oxygen concentration at
increasing flow rates. At low and intermediate oxidant concentrations (from a few ppb to
100 ppb) differences in local flow conditions can cause differences [[ ... 1]] TS in ECP. If
the hydrodynamic conditions assumed in BWRVIA are different from the conditions at the
zlocation of ECP measurement, BWRVIA predictions may differ from measured values.

As discussed earlier, the ECP of system surfaces is measured with sensors installed in flanges
in the recirculation system or in the bottom head drain line, or with sensors inside an LPRM
exposed to water drawn from the lower vessel head region. Those sensors mounted on flanges
on the recirculation piping generally do not penetrate into the recirculation flow, but would be
subject to varying degrees of eddy flow depending on the location of the sensor in the flange
neck. ECP calculations based on hydrodynamic conditions in the recirculation pipe may be
biased high relative to the measured ECP.
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Figure 3-8
ECP of 304SS Vs. Dissolved Oxygen at 288C and Different Flow Rates [3-12]

The LPRMs are removable components that extend from the bottom of the top guide down to a
mounting flange below the reactor vessel. From the core plate down the LPRM is contained in an
in-core housing that penetrates the lower vessel head to the mounting flange. The LPRM Cover
Tube (the outer sheath) contains four neutron detectors that are arranged at fixed elevations in
the core region, a TIP (Traversing In-Core Power) tube for a moveable neutron detector, and
wiring for the four stationary neutron detectors. The detectors and their wiring are mounted on
the TIP tube. Flow holes are provided in the LPRM cover tube and at the same elevation in the
in-core housing to provide cooling water from the lower vessel head for the neutron detectors. In
a standard LPRM these flow holes are located just below the core support plate. Vent holes may
also be present near the lower end of the LPRM to reduce buoyancy.

The ECP reference electrodes and their wires are also mounted on the TIP tube and reduce the
cross-sectional area for flow at their locations. Figure 2-6 showed the location of ECP sensors
relative to the location of flow holes in the in-core housing and the cover tube. The cooling water
flow rate inside an LPRM varies with the pressure differential across the core, but is estimated in
the range of [[ J TS feet per second. The large iron/iron oxide sensor reduces the flow area
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by [[ ]] TS, and the two platinum electrodes mounted together just below reduce the flow
area by [[ ]] TS. These reductions may slightly decrease the cooling water flow, but the
primary effect will be to increase the local velocity. Hydrodynamic parameters such as the
Reynolds Number are relatively low because of the limited flow area and high surface area to
volume ratio inside the LPRM.

The following factors limit the capability of the BWRVIA model to predict ECP measurements
from sensors installed in LPRMs.
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As an alternative to measuring ECP near the core plate, three utilities elected to modify their
units to measure ECP further down in the lower vessel head region, in regions unaffected by
dose rate from the core. The Garona and Hatch 1 units installed a number of modified ECP-
LPRMs to map ECP axially and radially in the lower vessel head under HWC-M and NMCA,
as described in Chapter 2. The Susquehanna units, after first installing ECP sensors in a standard
LPRM near the core plate in Unit 1, later installed ECP sensors well below the core plate in both
units. Figure 3-9 illustrates the differences between the two installations.

In the standard LPRM installation, Figure 3-9 (a), water close to the core support plate enters the
in-core housing through flow holes just below the core plate. Upward flow is restricted by the
narrow clearance between a boss on the LPRM and the end of the in-core housing at the core
support plate. Part of the flow (approximately 25%) moves down in the annulus between the
housing and the LPRM cover tube and enters the vent holes (if present). Flow then moves
upward inside the LPRM Cover Tube. Because of the long flow path and exposure to a large
surface area, a portion of the peroxide is expected to decompose during transit. The majority of
the incoming flow enters the cooling water holes in the LPRM cover tube that are at the same
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elevation as the entry to the in-core housing. Reference electrodes are mounted about three
inches above the cooling water inlet and monitor the ID surface of the stainless steel LPRM
Cover Tube. The ECP reflects the mixed flow of the two streams entering the cover tube.

When it was desired to measure ECP further down in the lower vessel head, an additional
cooling water hole was machined into the in-core housing at the desired elevation, and a
modified LPRM was fabricated, with the flow holes (and ECP sensors) shifted downward to the
elevation of the new in-core housing hole, as shown in Figure 3-9 (b). The diameter of the new
cooling water inlet was 0.5 inch, providing the same cross-sectional area flow as the four 0.25
inch holes in the LPRM cover tube (and the original cooling water holes in the in-core housing).

The ECP reflects the mixed flow originating from the elevation of the new flow hole in the lower
vessel head.

11
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Figure 3-9
LPRM Flow Path Arrangements

Although the BWRVIA's LPRM model may have been used to predict ECP when sensors were
located in the core region, LPRM ECP measurements are currently compared to BWRVIA
predictions based on chemistry and hydrodynamic conditions at the elevation of the ECP sensors,
but outside the LPRM. The BWRVIA regional average flow velocity in the lower vessel head
region is in the range of [[ -- ]] TS feet per second, and hydrodynamic factors such as the
Reynolds Number are an order of magnitude higher because of the larger physical dimensions.
These factors would result in conservative (higher) ECP predictions by BWRVIA.
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Given the uncertainties in both the modeling and the measurements of chemistry and ECP,
the BWRVIA model is not expected to provide stand-alone, plant-specific values of oxidant
concentration, ECP or molar ratio for assessing IGSCC mitigation. Rather, the model must be
benchmarked against plant chemistry or ECP measurements to develop appropriate, plant-
specific adjustment factors. As will be shown in the following sections, given the approximations
and uncertainties discussed in this section, the model predicts the correct trends, is non-biased
and is largely in line with the plant observations.

3.4.1 Model Predictions Versus Chemistry Database

This section compares BWRVIA model predictions to measurements of oxygen concentration in
reactor steam and reactor water samples.

3.4.1.1 Steam Oxygen Concentration

This section demonstrates that the BWRVIA model provides predictions of steam oxygen
concentrations that are in reasonable agreement with measurements made at a number of plants.
Reasonable agreement between predicted and measured oxygen concentrations over a wide
range of feedwater hydrogen concentrations indicate that the effect of hydrogen injection on the
radiolytic decomposition of water is modeled properly. Figures 3-10 through 3-14 compare
BWRVIA V3.1 predictions for steam oxygen concentration to measurements at five plants.
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Figure 3-10
Duane Arnold - Steam 02 Concentrations and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Figure 3-11
FitzPatrick - Steam O Concentrations and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Hatch 1 - Steam 02 Concentrations and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Figure 3-13
Nine Mile Point 1 - Steam 02 Concentrations and BWRVIA 3.1 Predictions
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Figure 3-14
Pilgrim - Steam 0, Concentrations and BWRVIA 3.1 Predictions
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3.4.1.2 Reactor Water Dissolved Oxygen

The reaction products of radiolysis are hydrogen, oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. However,
hydrogen peroxide is thermally unstable at reactor operating temperature, and decomposes
relatively rapidly to oxygen and water. The equilibrium concentration (when the rate of
generation by radiolysis is equal to the rate of decomposition) is significant. With NWC, about
half of the total oxidant in reactor recirculation water is hydrogen peroxide. However, all of the
hydrogen peroxide decomposes to oxygen and water in the sample line, so that only dissolved
oxygen is found and measured in the sample. The measured dissolved oxygen concentration is an
indication of the total oxidant concentration in reactor water.

2 H20 2 -- 2 H)2 + 02, 02 =32 g/mole; H20 2 = 34 g/mole

Total Oxidant = ppb 02 + ppb H20 2 x (32)/(2 x 34) = ppb 02 + 0.47 x ppb H202

As shown below, BWRVIA predictions for oxygen in reactor water generally follow the trend of
plant measurements as feedwater hydrogen concentration is increased. This demonstrates that the
model is properly accounting for the following factors that affect reactor water concentration.

* Equilibrium of molecular oxygen between water and steam in the steam separators;

* Peroxide concentration in the water leaving the steam separators (hydrogen peroxide is not
volatile);

* Molecular oxygen introduced with feedwater;

* Recombination reactions between hydrogen and oxidants in the downcomer.

Figures 3-15 through 3-19 are comparisons of BWRVIA V3.1 predictions with recirculation
system oxidant measurements for Duane Arnold, Fitzpatrick, Hatch Unit 1, Nine Mile Point
Unit 1, Pilgrim and Susquehanna Units I and 2. It is evident from these plots that oxygen
measurements up to the early 1990's were limited to concentrations greater than approximately
1 ppb. For most plants, BWRVIA predictions of reactor recirculation total oxidant concentration
were equal to or higher than plant measurements at concentrations down to a few ppb,
which is the range of oxidant concentration relevant for IGSCC. The exceptions, Hatch 1 and
Susquehanna 1, illustrate the need for all plants to benchmark BWRVIA predictions against
plant-specific measurements.
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Figure 3-15
Duane Arnold - Recirculation Oxygen and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Figure 3-16
FitzPatrick - Recirculation Oxygen and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Hatch 1 - Recirculation Oxygen and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Nine Mile Point 1 - Recirculation Oxygen and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Figure 3-19
Pilgrim - Recirculation Oxygen and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Figure 3-20
Susquehanna 1 - Recirculation Oxygen and BWRVIA 3.1 Predictions
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Figure 3-21
Susquehanna 2 - Recirculation Oxygen and BWRVIA 3.1 Predictions

3.4.2 Moderate HWC Plants: ECP Prediction versus Measurement

In this section, the available data from ECP measurements during HWC tests and BWRVIA
V3.1 predictions of ECP based upon operating conditions at the time of the test are reviewed.
Data from sensors mounted in LPRMs in the core region are included, although such data are
subject to further uncertainty due to the effect of in-core radiation on sensor performance.
Current practice is to locate ECP sensors well away from high dose rate regions.

Figure 3-22 is a plot of predicted ECP compared with selected plant data from an LPRM monitor
at Duane Arnold. This particular ECP monitor was located in the top part of the fuel bypass
channel. The ECP predictions agree well with measurements over the normal range of feedwater
hydrogen concentration for HWC-M plants (0.5 to 2.0 ppm).
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Figure 3-22
Duane Arnold - ECP Upper Core Region and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions

Figure 3-23 which shows model comparisons with ECP measurements at the FitzPatrick plant.
Platinum (probe 2) and silver/silver chloride (probe 3) sensors installed in an LPRM were
located just above the core support plate. Probe 2 is located approximately 4 inches (10 cm)
below probe 3. The ECP data suggest the corrosion potentials near both the probes are similar,
which implies that chemistries and flow conditions are similar. The BWRVIA model predicts
that probe 2 has a lower ECP at high feedwater hydrogen concentrations due to differences in
chemistry between the two probes. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, fast neutron and gamma dose
rates and their ratio change rapidly in the vicinity of the core plate. Consequently, the model may
calculate large differences in chemistry and ECP over short changes in elevation. BWRVIA
models a single flow path through the LPRM. Plug flow is assumed, with no upstream or
downstream mixing due to turbulence around the two probes. Mixing would reduce the
difference in chemistry between the two probe locations, resulting in similar ECP measurements.
In regions of less variation in neutron/galmma dose rate with distance, such as well below the
core plate or higher up in the core (Figure 3-24), there is scatter in the ECP predictions for
sensors mounted close together.
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Figure 3-23

FitzPatrick - ECP at Core Support Plate and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions

Figure 3-24 compares ECP measurements made in the upper core region at FitzPatrick with
silver/silver chloride sensors installed in an LPRM and located in the upper core region. In this
case probes 4 and 5 are less than 4 inches (10 cm) apart, but in the body of the core bypass
channel well above the core support plate. The model indicates similar flow and oxidant
concentrations at probe locations 4 and 5 and this is also reflected in the ECP data. Both the
model and the data indicate that mitigation of components in the inner bypass region may not be
possible with HWC-M with feedwater hydrogen concentrations up to two ppm. However, as
noted in Section 3.4.1, ECP measurements in the core region may be affected by the intense
radiation fields.
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Figure 3-24
FitzPatrick - ECP in Upper Core and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions

The most reliable ECP data are those obtained within LPRM's near the bottom of the lower
vessel head, well below the influence of radiation from the core. Dose rates in this region are low
and changes in chemistry with location are also small, so these complications are not present
when matching the model to plant data. Figures 3-25 and 3-26 compare ECP values predicted by
BWRVIA V3.1 (EMACH) with plant measurements at Garona and Susquehanna. In both cases
the high-velocity ECP prediction gives a reasonable comparison with the plant observations and
is conservative in that the model predicts higher levels of feedwater H2 to achieve a -230 mV
ECP in the bottom head than is observed. Both plant measurements and the high-velocity ECP
predictions are conservative compared to autoclave ECP measurements that were used to relate
ECP to IGSCC.
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Figure 3-25
Garona - ECP in Lower Vessel Head and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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Figure 3-26
Susquehanna 2 - ECP in Lower Vessel Head and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions
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3.4.3 Noble Metal Plant: Molar Ratio Prediction versus Measurement

For plants adding noble metals the key parameter is the molar ratio (H2/(O2 + 0.47H202)) in the
range of 1 to 5. Figure 3-27 is a plot of the molar ratio in the recirculation line versus feedwater
hydrogen for Hatch 1, FitzPatrick and Nine Mile Point 1. In general the model predicts the plant
molar ratio in the recirculation line reasonably well.
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Figure 3-27
Measured Recirculation System Molar Ratios and BWRVIA V3.1 Predictions

Plants with ECP sensors that have applied noble metal can determine when the molar ratio in
reactor coolant has increased from NWC values to >2 by the sharp drop in ECP that occurs near
that point. As discussed in Section 3.1, once a molar ratio of two is established in the upper
downcomer, the molar ratio in all downstream regions must be >2 until hydrogen is stripped
from the coolant by boiling. This point can also be detected by monitoring for dissolved
hydrogen and oxygen in reactor coolant. The dissolved oxygen at the sample points typically
falls to very low values when sufficient hydrogen is injected to establish a molar ratio near two.
Table 1 shows the measured feedwater hydrogen concentrations needed to achieve a molar ratio
of 2 compared to the model predicted value in the upper downcomer.
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Table 3-1
Measured Feed Water Hydrogen Concentrations for Molar Ratio = 2 Compared to BWRVIA
V3.1 Predictions for Upper Downcomer
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With few exceptions, the BWRVIA model predicts minimum feedwater hydrogen concentrations
to establish a molar ratio of two that are higher than plant measurements. Industry guidelines
recommend that plant inject sufficient hydrogen to establish molar ratios in the range of three to
four in the upper downcomer.

3.5 Summary

GE Nuclear Energy (now GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy), AEA Technology (now National Nuclear
Laboratory UK) and EPRI have been using and developing radiolysis/ECP computer models for
over fifteen (15) years. Where reliable chemistry measurements have been made on the steam
and recirculation piping, the model is in good agreement with the measurements. In all the
simulations performed, the model tends to provide reasonable results for oxidant concentration,
although there are significant plant-to-plant differences. Therefore, the BWRVIA model must be
benchmarked against chemistry measurements at each unit to determine appropriate scaling
factors for assessing whether IGSCC is mitigated in regions of interest.

For HWC-M plants, calculated results indicate that, in general, mitigation can be achieved at
feedwater hydrogen levels between 0.8 and 2.2 ppm depending upon the region and plant. The
hydrogen concentration required for mitigation is different in the outer core bypass region
(the outer core bypass region corresponds to the inner surface of the core shroud), in the lower
section of the downcomer, in the recirculation lines, and in the lower plenum. In regions of
two-phase flow or where hydrogen has been stripped from the liquid phase by steam, mitigation
may not be achieved within the range of hydrogen concentrations modeled (up to 3 ppm).
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For noble metal HWC plants, calculated results indicate that, in general, a molar ratio of two can
be achieved in the upper downcomer at feedwater hydrogen levels between 0.10 and 0.15 ppm,
depending on core flow rate and time in cycle. If excess hydrogen is present to establish a molar
ratio >2 in the upper downcomer, calculations show that the molar ratio will increase due to
recombination reactions in regions of radiation flux, until hydrogen is stripped from the water by
boiling. In regions of two-phase flow or where hydrogen has been stripped from the liquid phase
by steam, calculations indicate that >1.5 ppm feedwater hydrogen would be required to establish
a molar ratio of two.
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4
REGIONS OF IGSCC MITIGATION

Hydrogen injection does not provide mitigation in all regions of the reactor vessel. This section
provides guidance for identifying the welds and components that will be mitigated under the
plant's hydrogen injection program. Because changes in plant power, core design, fuel loading
and plant operation can cause the effectiveness of a given rate of hydrogen injection to change, a
review should be conducted prior to the start of each operating cycle to determine if changes in
the hydrogen injection program or adjustments to the list of mitigated components need to be
made.

Table 4-1 provides assessments of IGSCC mitigation for HWC, NMCA and OLNC for
BWR internal components, based on radiolysis modeling and a review of drawings of plants
representative of BWR/2/3/4/5/6 designs.

The following sections describe the regions of the RPV as defined in the BWRVIA radiolysis
model and provide an overview of IGSCC mitigation in each region.

4.1 Radiolysis Model Regions

The BWRVIA model performs calculations along flow paths through different regions of the
reactor pressure vessel and recirculation system, as shown in Figure 3-2. The following sections
identify the components and welds that are included in each region. The effectiveness of HWC,
NMCA and OLNC to mitigate IGSCC in these regions is discussed separately below.

4.1.1 Core Region

The core region begins at BAF and ends at the top of the fuel channels. There are three sub-
regions: channel, inner core bypass and outer bypass. The channel region includes the volume
inside the fuel channels, but excludes the volume of any water rods or water boxes. A portion of
the flow in this region is boiled to produce steam. The inner core bypass region includes the
volume in the water rods or water boxes plus the volume between the fuel channels. The outer
bypass region is the volume between the peripheral fuel channels and the shroud. The inner core
and outer bypass regions are of importance for IGSCC mitigation of reactor vessel internals. The
following welds or components would be exposed to bypass flow.

Outer Bypass Region:

* The inside of the horizontal and vertical shroud cylinder welds from BAF to the top guide
support ring.
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" Outer diameter of core support plate.

* Inner diameter of shroud H6a welds.

* LPCI sparger (BWR-5 and BWR-6).

* Outside of top guide support ring (plant-specific).

* Inside of H2 shroud weld (plant-specific).

Inner Core Bypass Region:

* Upper surface of core support plate.

* Inserted control blades.

" In-core instrumentation (LPRMs, etc.).

* Top guide beams.

4.1.2 Upper Plenum

The upper plenum is the volume from the top of the channels to the inside top of the shroud
dome. This region contains a mixture of steam and water, and most of the hydrogen that had
been injected into feedwater would be in the steam phase. Because of the loss of hydrogen from
the liquid phase, IGSCC cannot be mitigated. The major components and welds in the upper
plenum are as follows.

* Core spray spargers.

* Inside of the shroud H1 weld.

* In some plants, the inside of the shroud H2 weld.

* Inside of shroud vertical welds between Hl and H2.

4.1.3 Steam Separator Region

This region includes the inside of the steam separators and their standpipes. The steam dryer
would also be wetted by water carried over with steam discharged from the separators. IGSCC of
these components cannot be mitigated by hydrogen injection.

4.1.4 Mixing Plenum

The mixing plenum includes the volume from normal water level (NWL) to the outside top of
the shroud dome. Feedwater containing hydrogen mixes with water discharged from the steam
separators and dryers in this region, and flows into the top of the downcomer region.

* IGSCC of components above the feedwater spargers cannot be mitigated by hydrogen
injection because boiling in the core region strips hydrogen from the liquid phase.
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* As discussed in Section 4.3.1, OLNC provides mitigation of the inside diameter of the
stainless steel feedwater thermal sleeve, piping and spargers.

* IGSCC of components below the feedwater spargers cannot be mitigated by Mod-HWC,
because radiation levels are not high enough to drive recombination reactions.

" Components below the feedwater spargers are assumed to be not mitigated by NMCA or
OLNC, because the feedwater must mix adequately with the water from the steam separators
and dryer to achieve a H2:0 2 molar ratio >2. Adequate mixing is assumed when the mixed
fluid reaches the elevation of the top of the shroud dome flange.

4.1.5 Downcomer Region

The downcomer region is defined as the volume between the shroud and the vessel inside
diameter, from the top of the shroud dome to the top of the shroud support plate (the conical
support plate in the BWR-2 design). The major welds and components in this region are listed
below.

* The outside of the shroud dome.

* The outside of shroud vertical welds and horizontal welds Hl through H7.

* The topside of shroud support plate welds H8 and H9 and radial welds.

* The topside of access hole cover plate welds.

* The outside of the jet pump riser and jet pump assembly welds.

* Jet pump beams.

* Welds to the pressure vessel wall such as the jet pump riser brace.

* The annulus between the N2 nozzle and the outside of its thermal sleeve in jet pump plants.

* Portions of core spray and (BWR-5 and BWR-6) LPCI injection piping.

4.1.6 Recirculation System

The recirculation system includes the inside of suction piping, recirculation pumps and discharge
piping. For BWRs with jet pumps, the ring headers and riser piping outside and inside the vessel
to the jet pump rams head are also included. The welds within the recirculation system include
the following.

* N I nozzle to safe end and safe end to piping welds.

* All recirculation system piping welds in piping with flow.

The inside of the N2 nozzle thermal sleeve to safe end and thermal sleeve welds for jet
pump BWRs, and the recirculation inlet nozzle to safe end and safe end to piping welds for
BWR-2 designs.

* For jet pump BWRs, the inside of jet pump riser pipe welds up through the rams head.
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4.1.7 Jet Pumps

This region includes the inside of the jet pump assembly from the inlet mixer to the bottom of the
diffuser tail piece.

4.1.8 Lower Plenum, or Lower Vessel Head Region

The lower vessel head region is defined as the volume from the underside of the shroud support
plate (BWR-2 conical shroud support plate) down to the vessel invert and up to the bottom of
active fuel (BAF). The following welds and components would be included.

* Underside of access hole cover plate welds, if present.

* Underside of shroud support plate welds H8 and H9 and radial welds.

* Inside of shroud welds H7 and the lower core plate support ring welds (H6b for plants that
have an H5 shroud cylinder weld).

* The inside of shroud barrel vertical welds from H6b to BAF.

* Core support structure welds, including welds to reactor vessel wall and lower head.

* Outside of control rod drive penetration welds.

* Outside of in-core housing welds.

* Underside of core support plate welds and components (bolts, etc).

* Standby liquid control piping.

* Outside of control rod drive guide tubes.

4.1.9 LPRM

The LPRM region consists of the volume inside the LPRM cover tube from the vent and flow
holes located below the core plate to the flow exit holes in the upper core. The purpose of
modeling the LPRM is to predict the chemistry conditions and ECP at the location of ECP
probes inside the LPRM cover tube. LPRM models were not provided for all plants.

4.1.10 BHDL

The BHDL region consists of the volume inside the bottom head drain line from the vessel invert
to the location of ECP electrodes in or on sample lines off the BHDL. The purpose of modeling
the BHDL is to predict chemistry conditions and ECP at the location of the electrodes. The
primary change in chemistry is decomposition of peroxide to oxygen as coolant flows down the
line. The shift in peroxide/oxygen ratio will affect the ECP reading.
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4.1.11 Crevices and Dead Legs

There are several regions of interest in this category. One crevice region refers to the long
annular region in jet pump plants between the recirculation inlet nozzle (N2) and the jet pump
riser pipe, which is referred to as the recirculation nozzle thermal sleeve annulus. Another is the
jet pump instrument nozzles, where multiple sensing lines exiting the reactor create a creviced
region. Third is the stagnant vertical gap between the core plate ring and the shroud. Crevice
regions such as these, and piping dead legs during power operation, such as the RHR (residual
heat removal) piping connections to the recirculation system, are not modeled by BWRVIA.
Mitigation of IGSCC is desirable in general and if justified would reduce inspection scope. The
regions are described here, and the potential for hydrogen injection to provide mitigation is
discussed by chemistry regime in Sections 4.2 (HWC-M) and 4.3 (NMCA/OLNC).

4.1.11.1 N2 Nozzle Thermal Sleeve

There are several designs of recirculation nozzle thermal sleeves, categorized as Types A, B and
C, as shown in Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3, respectively. Types A and B are quite
similar, with the thermal sleeve connecting to the safe end. The Type B design has one more
weld in the thermal sleeve. The crosshatched cutaways of the thermal sleeves show the three
alignment contact points between the thermal sleeve and the nozzle inside diameter. The
intermittent contacts allow the bulk reactor water access into the deep annulus.

Content Deleted -
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Figure 4-1 ]]TS

Recirculation Thermal Sleeve Design Type A - Browns Ferry 2,3, BWR/5s, BWR/6s, Cooper,
Dresden 3, Hope Creek, Limerick, Monticello, Peach Bottom, Susquehanna
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Figure 4-2
Recirculation Thermal Sleeve Design Type B - Browns Ferry 1, Brunswick, Dresden 2, Duane
Arnold, Quad Cities

The Type C design (Figure 4-3), sometimes referred to as the "trombone" thermal sleeve, is quite
different from the other two designs. The welds shown are full 3600 welds. The annulus exposed
to recirculation water is the annulus between the nozzle/safe end and the outer thermal sleeve
segment. The annulus exposed to the shroud downcomer water is the annulus between the outer
and inner thermal sleeve segments.

[1
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Figure 4-3
Recirculation Thermal Sleeve Design Type C - Fermi, FitzPatrick, Hatch, Pilgrim (intermittent
contacts not shown)
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4.1.11.2 Jet Pump Instrumentation Nozzle

The jet pump instrument nozzles and penetration housings provide the passage for multiple
jet pump sensing lines in the shroud annulus to exit the vessel below the recirculation nozzle
elevation. The sensing lines are closely configured to minimize the nozzle size at this low vessel
elevation. As a result, bulk reactor water flow into the penetration housing is significantly
restricted, effectively creating multiple crevice regions. The original penetration housing design
had multiple welds (Figure 4-4). A design with many fewer welds was installed in newer plants
and retrofitted to most of the earlier BWRs (Figure 4-5).
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]] TS
Figure 4-4
Original Jet Pump Instrumentation Penetration Housing
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]] TS
Figure 4-5
Modified Jet Pump Instrumentation Penetration Housing

4.1.11.3 Core Plate - Shroud Annulus

The core plate is tightly bolted to the shroud ledge on which it sits, such that there is no flow
from the lower plenum into the annulus between the core plate ring and shroud, shown in
Figure 4-6. While this annulus does not have an extreme length-to-width ratio, it is vertically
oriented such that the upward bulk flow above the core plate has to reverse direction into the
annulus. The water chemistry at the bottom of the annulus affects mitigation of a horizontal
shroud weld.
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Figure 4-6
Stagnant Annulus Between Core Plate and Shroud

4.1.11.4 Recirculation Piping Dead Legs

Depending on plant design, the recirculation piping may be connected to LPCI injection and
shutdown cooling supply lines, which are isolated during plant operation. The configurations of
such lines are BWR generation-specific, if not plant-specific. Discussion of the likelihood of
establishing bulk recirculation flow water chemistry, and therefore mitigation, in general types of
piping runs is presented in Section 4.5.

4.2 Regions of Mitigation with HWC-M

Since HWC plants are dependent on radiation flux to drive recombination reactions, mitigation is
not achieved in the downcomer region until an elevation somewhat below the top of active fuel
(TAF). Mitigation of downstream regions (lower downcomer, recirculation system, jet pump
internals, lower vessel head and core bypass regions) will be strongly dependent on plant design,
core design, core power distribution and the rate of hydrogen injection that can be achieved. The
rate of hydrogen injection may be limited by the design of the system, or by limits on the dose
rate within or around the plant from N- 16 activity in steam.

The ability to achieve mitigation in various regions can be evaluated using the BWRVIA
Radiolysis and ECP Analysis model.

The criterion for IGSCC mitigation in regions where ECP is not measured, based on a BWRVIA
model that has been benchmarked to plant conditions, is a Low Velocity ECP (EMACL) _<-230
mV(SHE).

Each region of the reactor vessel and coolant system will likely require a different feedwater
hydrogen concentration to achieve mitigation. Selecting the region where mitigation is desired
that has the highest hydrogen demand will result in the greatest extent of mitigation throughout
the system. For most plants, the hydrogen demand will be greatest for components in the upper
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downcomer, followed by the lower vessel head region below the core plate. The lower
downcomer (below the elevation of BAF), the recirculation system and the core outer bypass
region (shroud ID) will have lower hydrogen demands.

4.2.1 Mixing Plenum

Hydrogen entering the reactor vessel with feedwater is mixed with water flowing from the steam
separators and dryers in the mixing plenum, producing a ratio of hydrogen to oxidants as oxygen
that is well in excess of the stoichiometric ratio of two. However, the gamma radiation flux in the
mixing plenum region is very low, and there is little recombination of hydrogen with oxidants.
Therefore the ECP is not significantly reduced. Welds and components in the mixing plenum
region are not mitigated against IGSCC.

4.2.2 Downcomer Region

The upper downcomer region is in transition with HWC-M, since the radiation levels needed to
drive recombination reactions are not present until elevations below the top of active fuel (TAF).
The elevation below which IGSCC mitigation can be justified will be plant specific, depending
on plant geometry, core power distribution, and plant limitations on hydrogen injection rate.
Figure 4-7 shows an example of BWRVIA predictions for low velocity ECP in the downcomer
as a function of feedwater hydrogen concentration. The outsides of the HI, H2 and H3 shroud
welds (path length [ -- ]] TS) will not be mitigated by HWC-M, since they are at or above
the top of active fuel, in a region of low radiation flux. Vertical and horizontal shroud OD welds
and other components below about [[ ...... ]] TS core height (jet pump inlets, [[I = ]] TS
on Figure 4-7) can usually be mitigated with up to 2.0 ppm hydrogen in feedwater. Fori most
plants, this includes the shroud H4 weld.

The jet pump beams are located relatively high in the downcomer, at -85% of core height
(path length -2.5 meters). Downcomer radiation levels at this elevation can change significantly
with shifts in axial power distribution. As shown in the example in Figure 4-7, in this example
there is little reduction in ECP at the elevation of the jet pump beams even with 2.2 ppm
feedwater hydrogen. HWC-M plants desiring inspection relief for the jet pump beams will
need to demonstrate through BWRVIA runs that the criterion for inspection relief can be met
throughout the cycle.
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Figure 4-7
Example - Predicted Downcomer Low Velocity ECP: BWR4 - BOC - 100% Power

4.2.3 Recirculation System

For any given feedwater hydrogen concentration at a high power density plant, the concentration
of oxidants and the ECP will be lower in the downcomer region below the elevation of BAF and
in the recirculation system than in the lower vessel head region. Welds in piping with flow can
be mitigated at relatively low hydrogen injection rates. Welds in stagnant piping may be
mitigated, depending on the extent of mixing that occurs between the stagnant and flowing
volumes.

For plants with stainless steel reactor water cleanup systems (RWCU), piping between the
recirculation system source and the junction with the bottom head drain line (BHDL) will be
mitigated. If the lower vessel head is also in mitigation, then the stainless steel RWCU piping
that has flow should be mitigated all the way to the return to feedwater.
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4.2.4 Jet Pump Internals

The jet pump internals receive a mixed flow of recirculation water and upper downcomer water.
As can be seen in the example in Figure 4-7, high hydrogen injection rates are needed to reduce
ECP in the upper downcomer. If sufficient hydrogen is added to achieve mitigation in the upper
downcomer at the elevation of the jet pump inlets ([[ =-_ ']] TS in Figure 4-7), then the inside
diameter of the jet pump assembly will be mitigated, as well as the lower vessel head region.

4.2.5 Lower Plenum, or Lower Vessel Head Region

This region receives the flow discharged from the jet pumps. The chemistry in this region is
slightly better than at the jet pump inlet because of recombination reactions inside the portion of
the jet pump that is in the core region. There is little change in chemistry until the flow reaches
the core inlet and gamma radiation fields increase, driving recombination reactions that further
reduce the oxidant concentration and ECP in the core plate region. As the BAF is approached,
neutron radiation increases, causing decomposition which then increases oxidant concentration
and ECP as the fluid enters the fuel channels.

Control rod drive (CRD) cooling water is injected into each of the drives and flows up the CRD
housing and into the CRD guide tube before exiting into the core bypass flow through the
cruciform opening in the fuel support assembly. CRD cooling water is polished condensate that
does not contain hydrogen, but may contain up to 200 ppb dissolved oxygen. The CRD drives,
ID of the CRD housings and guide tubes, the underside of the fuel support castings, and the
portions of the control rods withdrawn in the guide tubes are exposed to oxidizing conditions;
IGSCC is not mitigated.

4.2.6 Core Bypass Regions

The inside diameter of the shroud above the core plate and the top guide support ring are
exposed to outer bypass water, which typically requires much less hydrogen to achieve
mitigation. The mitigation status of the inside of the H2 weld (top guide support ring to upper
shroud cylinder) is plant-specific (P-S), depending on whether the top guide is positioned to
allow flow under and outside the support ring. This determines whether the weld is be exposed to
outer bypass water or channel discharge water, which would be stripped of hydrogen and have a
high oxidant concentration.

As noted above, CRD cooling water may contain up to 200 ppb dissolved oxygen, and does not
contain dissolved hydrogen. This water passes into the bypass flow between the control blade
and the surfaces of the four fuel bundles that face the blade. The bypass flow between the fuel
channels is about 2/3 of the total bypass flow for fuel with internal water rods or water box. The
CRD cooling water flow would initially affect the chemistry of about half this flow (two of the
four faces of each fuel channel). For a typical BWR/4 design, the CRD cooling water flow is
about [[ .- ' i J]] TS of the bypass flow between the fuel channels. Assuming that half of
the bypass flow is affected, the mixing of the CRD cooling water flow with the bypass flow
between the channels and the control blade would increase the oxygen concentration by up to
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[[ ]zz.-, ]] TS. At a nominal oxygen concentration of 20 - 50 ppb in polisher
effluent, the increase in dissolved oxygen would be [[ ]] TS This small increase in
oxygen concentration will not significantly affect the radiolysis reactions that control oxidant
concentrations under HWC-M.

The portions of the control blades in the core region, the in-core instrumentation and the top
guide beams are exposed to inner core bypass water, which may have elevated total oxidant
concentrations even with 2.0 ppm feedwater hydrogen. Plant-specific radiolysis modeling
demonstrating that total oxidant is acceptably low will be needed to justify inspection relief.
Table 4-1 indicates that the top guide support ring can be mitigated, but that mitigation of the
top guide is "Beneficial."

4.3 Regions of Mitigation with NMCA and OLNC

Since noble metal plants do not depend on radiation-driven recombination reactions, much less
hydrogen is needed. Mitigation is achieved in all regions where the following conditions are met:

" The water flowing past the weld or component contains a molar ratio of hydrogen to oxidants
(as oxygen) of 2 or greater.

* The catalyst loading on the surface is sufficient to maintain an ECP reading of
<-230 mV(SHE).

For NMCA and OLNC plants, a reading of -230 mV(SHE) is typically on a sensitive, rapidly
declining segment of the ECP vs. feedwater hydrogen concentration relationship where the molar
ratio is approximately two. Plants should maintain an operating molar ratio of at least three to
avoid large ECP responses to small changes in feedwater hydrogen addition rate.

Historically, NMCA and OLNC applications have deposited sufficient noble metal on surfaces
so they behave like a Pt surface, with ECP of -- 500 mV(SHE) in an excess hydrogen (molar
ratio >2) environment. However, it is possible with lower deposition to see higher steady ECP
values. Laboratory ECP vs. Pt deposition results provided in Figure 1-14 show this behavior.

During NMCA treatment, platinum and rhodium are injected to the recirculation system while
the plant is in a hot shutdown condition, usually at the start of a refueling outage. Catalyst
deposition is expected on the surfaces of all regions that have reactor water flow during the
treatment. The requirement for inspection relief is that the sum of platinum plus rhodium on
plant surfaces be maintained >0.1 ag/cm 2. This value has margin since NMCA plants typically
extrapolate deposition trends to the next refueling outage.

During OLNC treatment, platinum is injected into feedwater with the plant at full power.
Catalyst deposition is expected on the surfaces of all regions that have reactor water flow during
application. In addition to the surfaces treated with NMCA, catalyst is expected to deposit in the
feedwater piping downstream of the injection point, including the inside of the stainless steel
feedwater nozzle thermal sleeves and feedwater spargers.

Although catalyst is deposited on all wetted surfaces exposed to coolant flow, the molar ratio of
hydrogen to oxygen cannot be maintained >2 in the liquid at all locations. Since boiling strips
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hydrogen from the liquid phase, IGSCC of components in the following regions cannot be
mitigated.

" Upper plenum region above the top of the fuel channels.

* Steam separator region and steam dryer.

* Mixing plenum above the feedwater spargers.

* Mixing plenum below the feedwater spargers because of incomplete mixing of feedwater
with downcomer water, as discussed in Section 4.3.1.

* Upper Downcomer above the shroud head flange, also because of incomplete mixing.

* As discussed in 4.3.1, with OLNC the ID of the feedwater nozzle thermal sleeve and the
feedwater spargers will be mitigated because both hydrogen and catalyst are delivered with
feedwater.

The BWRVIA radiolysis model can be used to predict the molar ratio at different locations along
the coolant flow paths as a function of feedwater hydrogen concentration. The criterion for
IGSCC mitigation in regions where molar ratio is not measured, based on a BWRVIA model that
has been benchmarked to plant conditions, is a molar ratio of hydrogen to oxidants (as oxygen)
>2.0.

Once a molar ratio >2 is established in the upper downcomer, recombination reactions in the
lower downcomer will consume oxidants, resulting in higher molar ratios everywhere
downstream, until boiling in the core strips hydrogen from the water. Therefore, the regions of
potential mitigation with noble metals are the downcomer from the elevation of the shroud dome
flange to the shroud support plate, the recirculation system and jet pump internals, the lower
vessel head region, and the inner and outer core bypass regions to the top of the fuel channels.

However, there are a number of components noted in Table 4-1 that are classified as "beneficial"
for IGSCC mitigation, even though the molar ratio is >2, because they are in regions of low flow
which may limit noble metal deposition during application. Since the control rod drive (CRD)
cooling water does not contain hydrogen, the CRD assembly, inside of the CRD housing, inside
of the control rod guide tube and withdrawn control rods are not expected to be mitigated.

4.3.1 Mixing Plenum

Hydrogen is injected to feedwater, which in turn is injected into water discharged from the
separators and dryers in the mixing plenum. The majority of the oxidants are in the recirculating
water, where the molar ratio is -0.75. The feedwater must be mixed with the recirculating water
sufficiently to achieve a molar ratio of at least 2 at the boundaries (shroud wall and RPV wall).
The BWRVIA model assumes instantaneous mixing at the elevation of the feedwater spargers,
which is unrealistic. Consequently, the model predictions for molar ratio are not valid in the
mixing plenum region. The "mixing length" is assumed to be the distance from the elevation of
the feedwater spargers to about the elevation of the shroud dome flange. Therefore, although
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hydrogen is present, IGSCC mitigation is not assumed in the mixing plenum below the feedwater
spargers.

With OLNC, the platinum compound is injected into the reactor feedwater during normal power
operating conditions. Platinum deposition is expected on the inside of the feedwater piping,
feedwater nozzle thermal sleeve and feedwater spargers. Since hydrogen is injected to feedwater
at a high concentration relative to reactor water, the molar ratio in feedwater will be very high, in
the range of 50 to 100. Therefore, mitigation of the inside of the stainless steel feedwater
components is expected.

4.3.2 Downcomer Region

The mixing of hydrogen in feedwater with oxidant-rich recirculating water may still be in
progress as flow enters the upper downcomer from the mixing plenum. Based on engineering
judgment and assuming a calculated molar ratio >3 entering the downcomer, mixing should be
sufficient to support mitigation of IGSCC starting at about the elevation of the shroud head
flange.

The outside of the shroud HI weld (shroud head flange weld) is characterized as "Beneficial" for
IGSCC mitigation for NMCA and OLNC in Table 4-1 because the end of the mixing zone is not
well defined. All exposed surfaces and components in the downcomer region below the shroud
head flange are mitigated. Mitigation of crevice regions such as the deep annulus between the
recirculation inlet nozzle and its thermal sleeve in BWR-3 through BWR-6 jet pump plants is
discussed in Section 4.4.2 for NMCA and 4.4.3 for OLNC.

4.3.3 Recirculation System

All welds in the recirculation system that were treated during noble metal application will be
mitigated. If the RWCU system is stainless steel, welds in the portions of the system that were
treated with noble metal will be mitigated. The RWCU purification system is normally in service
during the noble metal application, in which case the downstream piping would not be treated.

4.3.4 Jet Pump Internals

Jet pump internal welds will be mitigated.

4.3.5 Lower Plenum, or Lower Vessel Head Region

All components and welds in contact with the lower plenum water are mitigated

Control rod drive (CRD) cooling water is injected into each of the drives and flows up the
CRD housing and into the CRD guide tube before exiting into the core bypass flow through the
cruciform opening in the fuel support assembly. CRD cooling water is polished condensate that
does not contain hydrogen, but may contain up to 200 ppb dissolved oxygen. It is not dosed with
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the platinum compound during OLNC applications. The drives, ID of the CRD housings and
guide tubes, the underside of the fuel support piece and the portions of the control rods
withdrawn in the guide tubes are exposed to oxidizing conditions; IGSCC is not mitigated.

4.3.6 Core Bypass Regions

The inside diameter of the shroud above the core plate and the top guide ring are exposed to
outer bypass water, which will have a hydrogen to oxidants (as oxygen) molar ratio >2 when the
molar ratio in the upper downcomer is >2. The outer surface of the core support plate ring and
the inside of the H6a weld are classified as "beneficial" as noble metal deposition may be low in
that low-flow region.

The mitigation status of the inside of the H2 weld (top guide support ring to upper shroud
cylinder) is plant-specific (P-S), depending on whether the top guide is positioned to allow flow
under and outside the support ring. This determines whether the weld is exposed to outer bypass
water or channel discharge water, which would be stripped of hydrogen and have a high oxidant
concentration.

The portions of the control blades in the core region, the in-core instrumentation and the top
guide beams are exposed to inner core bypass water, which will have a molar ratio >2 when the
molar ratio in the upper downcomer is >2. These components are mitigated.

As noted above, CRD cooling water may contain up to 200 ppb dissolved oxygen, and does not
contain dissolved hydrogen. This water passes into the bypass flow between the control blade
and the surfaces of the four fuel bundles that face the blade. The bypass flow between the fuel
channels is about [[ -] TS of the total bypass flow for fuel with internal water rods or water
box. The CRD cooling water flow would initially affect the chemistry of approximately
[[- ]] TS this flow (two of the four faces of each fuel channel). For a typical BWR/4 design,
the CRD cooling water flow is about I •_• ]] TS of the bypass flow between the fuel channels.
Assuming that [[ =--1 'I]] TS of the bypass How is affected, the mixing of the CRD cooling water
flow with the bypass flow between the channels and the control blade would increase the oxygen
concentration by up to [[ -.--- ]] TS. At a nominal oxygen concentration of
20 - 50 ppb in polisher effluent, the increase in dissolved oxygen would be [[ ... .] TS.

The addition of CRD cooling water flow is not expected to significantly affect platinum
deposition during OLNC applications, since the CRD flow is such a small fraction of the bypass
flow. The effect on the molar ratio of the bypass flow will be insignificant. At a molar ratio of 2,
BWRVIA predicts [[ z.- I]] TS oxidant (as oxygen) and [[ --- ]] TS hydrogen in the lower
vessel head. Adding 2 ppb -oxygen would reduce the molar ratio to 1.98. If the molar ratio is >2
in the upper downcomer (consistent with industry guidelines), it will be even higher in the lower
vessel head, and the input of oxygen with CRD cooling water will have a negligible effect. The
outer core bypass flow (shroud ID) will be even less affected, since that area is exposed to
exterior bypass flow along channel faces away from the blade face.
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4.4 Crevice Regions

4.4.1 Mitigation with HWC-M

There are several mechanisms by which the bulk reactor water conditions can be established in
crevice regions:

* Flushing and displacement by flow eddies from turbulent outside flow conditions or
temperature differences.

* Consumption by corrosion reactions on metal surfaces.

* Molecular diffusion from high concentration regions to low concentration regions.

In general, eddy flow from turbulence or temperature difference is the most dominant effect.
The recirculation inlet nozzle and the jet pump instrument nozzle both operate with significant
temperature differences between the reactor water inside the nozzles and the drywell air outside
the nozzles, even allowing for insulation. The large temperature gradients from the inboard
region to the outboard region of these nozzles create convection eddies that move the bulk
reactor water into these crevice regions.

Evidence of this effect is provided by the ongoing efforts to flush these nozzles, as well as
feedwater and core spray nozzles with thermal sleeves, when they are inspected during outages.
The nozzles are regularly flushed before inspections to reduce the dose rates for personnel
mounting inspection equipment. The radioisotopes are carried into the crevice regions by
turbulence and convection eddies and then settle onto surfaces in the low flow regions. For
example, at a BWR/3 NMCA plant, the N9A instrument nozzle in the 2009 outage had a dose
rate of 2R/hr, which was decreased to 1 R/hr after flushing. In the 2011 outage, that same N9A
nozzle had a dose rate of 3.4 R/hr in the as-found condition.

These dose rate results support that the reactor water bulk chemistry conditions are established in
the nozzle crevice regions.

The core plate - shroud annulus has less driving force for the bulk water to enter the annulus
than the other crevice regions, because of its vertical orientation and because the region is nearly
isothermal. This region was analyzed during the development of NMCA in the 1990s, relative to
the ability of noble metal to enter into and deposit in the annulus. The analysis was based on
flow-induced eddies driving outer bypass water into the annulus, with diffusion bringing noble
metal to the surfaces for deposition. It was calculated that there would be significant levels of
noble metal in the annulus within several hours, which was one of the reasons for establishing
the 48-hour application time for NMCA.

The core plate - shroud annulus analysis supports a time period of hours or days for the
bulk reactor water conditions to be established in a creviced region, especially those where
temperature gradients are present. Given the relatively short time needed for the bulk reactor
water to affect the crevice locations, IGSCC is expected to be mitigated to the same extent as the
regions outside the crevices.
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4.4.2 Mitigation with NMCA

For NMCA, evaluations are needed to demonstrate two conditions:

* The exchange of oxygenated water in the crevice during operation with water containing a
hydrogen to oxidants (as oxygen) molar ratio >2 outside the crevice is rapid enough that the
annulus region can be assumed to have the same molar ratio as the flowing region outside the
crevice; and

* Sufficient noble metal is deposited in the region during NMCA treatment to effect mitigation.

The requirements for oxygen removal and water exchange are the same as with HWC-M. The
water in the crevice region must become equivalent to the outside coolant in a reasonably short
period of time. As discussed in 4.4.1, the molar ratio of hydrogen to oxidants in the crevice water
is expected to be the same as in the water flowing outside the crevice.

NMCA is applied for a relatively short time, about 48 hours, and at about 30% of normal
recirculation flow rate. While the flow conditions are less than during normal operation, the
application time was selected with deposition in low flow, creviced areas in mind. Furthermore,
results of deposition coupons from NMCA plants show that significant additional noble metal
deposition occurs during the first weeks of operation after an NMCA application outage.
Surfaces and crevices that are unaffected by outage activities are expected to have sufficient
noble metal to behave catalytically.

Some nozzles, including the recirculation inlet (N2) nozzles and the jet pump instrument nozzles,
collect crud during power operation, and are subject to flushing to reduce dose rates for nozzle
weld inspections during outages. Given that NMCA is done at the end of an operating cycle and
that crevices contain crud during the NMCA treatment, the extent to which noble metal deposits
in the oxide is uncertain. If the crevice is flushed during the same outage, redistribution of noble
metal during the subsequent startup and operation would deposit noble metal in the crevice.
However, if a creviced nozzle were flushed one cycle or two cycles after the NMCA treatment,
the conservative approach would be to assume the crevice is not catalytic, and therefore
operating with an ECP somewhat higher than the usual -500 mV(SHE) of NMCA surfaces.
Because of these considerations, the deep annulus between the recirculation inlet nozzle and its
thermal sleeve in BWR-3 through BWR-6 jet pump plants is characterized as "Beneficial" for
mitigation with NMCA.

4.4.3 Mitigation with OLNC

For OLNC, evaluations are needed to demonstrate two conditions:

* The exchange of oxygenated water in the crevice during operation with water containing a
hydrogen to oxidants (as oxygen) molar ratio >2 outside the crevice is rapid enough that the
annulus region can be assumed to have the same molar ratio as the flowing region outside the
crevice; and

* Sufficient noble metal is deposited in the region during OLNC treatment to effect mitigation.
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The requirements for oxygen removal and water exchange are the same as with HWC-M. The
water in the crevice region must become equivalent to the outside coolant in a reasonably short
period of time. As discussed in 4.4.1, the molar ratio of hydrogen to oxidants in the crevice water
is expected to be the same as in the water flowing outside the crevice.

The OLNC treatment process occurs over a longer period of time, ten days compared to two
days, with the plant at power with high coolant flow rate. The platinum particles produced by
OLNC are much smaller than those from NMCA. The combination of smaller particle size and
higher flow rate is expected to more effectively deliver platinum into crevice regions.

Nozzle thermal sleeve regions collect crud during power operation, and are subject to flushing
to reduce dose rates for nozzle weld inspections during outages. Flushing of these regions to
remove crud activity may also remove some of the platinum. In consideration of new fuel,
OLNC treatments are delayed for a period of time after the start of a fuel cycle. When an OLNC
plant performs annulus flushing for recirculation nozzle inspection, the OLNC deposits are
conservatively assumed to be removed with the crud filling the annulus. Upon restart from the
outage, it is assumed that the flushed annulus is not mitigated until the next OLNC application is
performed. For example, if the OLNC application is done 90 days after restart, those 90 days
should be considered days when mitigation is unavailable for the susceptible weld HAZs in
the annulus region. The annulus should not be full of crud 90 days after restart, so OLNC Pt
deposition should reach all regions of the annulus, and IGSCC will again be mitigated. A
plant-specific analysis will be needed to determine whether the affected welds qualify for
inspection relief assuming a delay in OLNC application after flushing.

4.5 Dead Legs

4.5.1 Mitigation with HWC-M

Prior to the start of hydrogen injection, the water in the dead legs will have a high concentration
of oxidants. If hydrogen injection establishes mitigating conditions in the water flowing in the
connected recirculation piping, oxygen in the dead leg water will be removed to some extent as
dead leg water is displaced by flow eddies from turbulence at the piping tee or by temperature
differences. The extent of mixing or rate of flushing will depend on plant-specific factors such as
the recirculation system flow velocity, dead leg piping length, orientation and number of fittings.
In general, where the closed isolation valve is "close" to the recirculation piping (perhaps a few
pipeline diameters), an argument could be made that the water chemistry in the dead leg is
similar to the bulk water chemistry in the flowing pipe. For dead legs where the entire length is
horizontal, the significant temperature difference between the recirculation water and the outside
of the dead leg pipe would lead to some temperature stratification in the pipe, which would
establish a water chemistry close to that of the bulk water in the entire dead leg. For dead legs
where there are vertical runs of piping, the distance down the piping that is flushed by eddies
would need to be estimated from hydraulic or CFD calculations. Such calculations would be part
of the inspection relief request for the dead leg piping in question.
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4.5.2 Mitigation with NMCA

For NMCA, evaluations are needed to demonstrate two conditions:

The exchange of oxygenated water in the dead leg during operation with water containing a
hydrogen to oxidants (as oxygen) molar ratio >2 from the recirculation flow is rapid enough
that the dead leg can be assumed to have the same molar ratio as the recirculation flow; and
Sufficient noble metal is deposited in the dead leg during NMCA treatment to effect
mitigation.

The requirements for oxygen removal and water exchange are the same as with HWC-M. The
water in the crevice region must become equivalent to the outside coolant in a reasonably short
period of time. As discussed in 4.5.1, the molar ratio of hydrogen to oxidants in the dead leg may
or may not be the same as the recirculation flow, depending on the dead leg configuration.

During the NMCA treatments at most plants, one leg of shutdown cooling is in operation, so the
portion of that piping that is a dead leg during operation would definitely be catalytic. There may
be one shutdown cooling pipe, and other attached piping, which is isolated during the NMCA
treatment as well as during operation. For those dead legs, the discussion in 4.5.1 concerning
flow and convection eddies applies, but to a lesser extent during an NMCA treatment because
the recirculation water temperature is only about 260'F vs. 530'F during operation, and the
recirculation flow rate is about 30% of rated vs. 80 - 100% during operation. Given, however,
that redistributed noble metal deposits on surfaces for some period after startup from an NMCA
treatment outage, with the recirculation flow at operating temperature and velocity, it is expected
that areas where the bulk recirculation water chemistry is established would also have noble
metal deposition.

4.5.3 Mitigation with OLNC

For OLNC, evaluations are needed to demonstrate two conditions:

* The exchange of oxygenated water in the dead leg during operation with water containing a
hydrogen to oxidants (as oxygen) molar ratio >2 from the recirculation flow is rapid enough
that the dead leg can be assumed to have the same molar ratio as the recirculation flow; and

* Sufficient noble metal is deposited in the dead leg during OLNC treatment to effect
mitigation.

The requirements for oxygen removal and water exchange are the same as with HWC-M. The
water in the crevice region must become equivalent to the outside coolant in a reasonably short
period of time. As discussed in 4.5.1, the molar ratio of hydrogen to oxidants in the dead leg may
or may not be the same as the recirculation flow, depending on the dead leg configuration.
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The OLNC treatment is done at operating conditions, with the recirculation flow at operating
temperature and velocity, so it is expected that areas where the bulk recirculation water
chemistry is established would also have noble metal deposition.

4.6 ECP Measurements in the Lower Vessel Head Region

Two BWRs have been extensively instrumented with ECP reference electrodes to map the ECP
distribution over the lower vessel head region under Moderate Hydrogen Water Chemistry and
Noble Metal Hydrogen Water Chemistry. Results were presented in Section 2.6. This section
discusses the implications of this mapping for mitigation of lower plenum components.

4.6.1 ECP Measurements with HWC-M

ECP reference electrodes were installed in LPRMs and in the bottom head drain line flange of
Garofia, a BWR-3 design, and Hatch 2, a BWR-4 design. At Garofia, electrodes were positioned
to sample lower plenum water from central and peripheral regions near the core plate, central and
peripheral regions near the CRD penetrations in the lower vessel head, and an intermediate
elevation between the core plate and the bottom of the vessel. Observations were as follows:

" For ECP measurements at the same elevation, there was little difference in the ECP response
between the central and the peripheral locations. This indicated that the chemistry conditions
at a given elevation did not vary much when moving from the center to the periphery.

* The ECP response exhibited a threshold behavior, where ECP remained on a high plateau
until a critical concentration was reached at which ECP decreased rapidly with increasing
feedwater hydrogen concentration. Similar behavior has been observed at other BWRs that
have installed ECP reference electrodes in LPRMs.

* The feedwater hydrogen concentrations needed to reduce ECP to -230 mV(SHE) in the
region well below the core plate was about 40% higher than for the core plate region. This
was attributed to the radiation field in the vicinity of the core plate, which drives
recombination reactions that consume oxidants.

* There was little difference in ECP measurements between the very bottom of the reactor
vessel and the intermediate elevation between the bottom and the core plate. This indicated
that the effects of radiation on lower vessel head chemistry were localized to the vicinity of
the core plate.

* The ECP measurement in the bottom head drain line flange was very similar to the ECP
measurements well away from the core plate, indicating that the bottom head drain line
flange location at Garona is a reasonable location for monitoring lower vessel head ECP.

Observations at Hatch 2 were similar. The threshold feedwater hydrogen concentration was
about 1.1 ppm. The BHDL ECP probe response was similar to the response of the LPRM ECP
measurement well below the core plate.
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4.6.2 ECP Measurements with NMCA and OLNC

Section 2.7 and Figures 2-16 and 2-17 show ECP measurements in the lower vessel head region
and bottom head drain line of plants that have implemented NMCA and OLNC. Figure 2-16
compares the response of ECP probes well below the core plate and in the BHDL flange at a
BWR-4 before and after implementing NMCA. The response of the two probes under both
HWC-M and NMCA was nearly identical. Whereas 1.1 ppm feedwater hydrogen was needed to
reduce ECP to -230 mV(SHE) with HWC-M, only 0.11 ppm hydrogen was needed after NMCA.

As discussed in Section 1.8, with noble metal chemistry the ECP is reduced as a consequence of
the consumption of oxidants at the metal surface by reaction with hydrogen on the catalytic
material. Since hydrogen reacts with oxygen in a 2:1 molar ratio, the hydrogen concentration in
the bulk water must be two or greater for this to occur. The sharp drop in ECP at -0. 11 ppm
feedwater hydrogen in Figure 2-16 indicates that sufficient hydrogen had been added to achieve
a molar ratio of two. Figure 2-17 shows that ECP measurements in the lower vessel head, the
bottom head drain line, and at the Mitigation Monitoring Station (MMS). All measurements
responded similarly and were reduced well below -230 mV(SHE) when the feedwater hydrogen
concentration was increased above 0.1 ppm. Sufficient hydrogen had been added to achieve a
molar ratio of two or greater in reactor water.

4.7 Vessel Internals IGSCC Mitigation

Table 4-1 lists BWR internal components for BWR2/3/4/5/6 plant designs. The table is based on
a generic view of how the component varies in all the plants.

Table 4-1 indicates whether the components are typically creviced or not, their respective BWR
cracking history and the degree of IGSCC mitigation afforded by HWC-M, and NMCA or
OLNC. The "Inside" and "Outside" columns provide information concerning components that
have surfaces in two regions of the reactor coolant circuit such as the core shroud that is exposed
to core bypass water chemistry on the inside and downcomer water chemistry on the outside.

IGSCC mitigation is classified as follows:

" YES: IGSCC will be mitigated if hydrogen injection is effectively implemented.

" PLANT SPECIFIC: IGSCC may be mitigated; plant-specific analysis required.

" BENEFICIAL: IGSCC may be mitigated, but there is insufficient technical basis to support
inspection relief or the application of reduced crack growth rates.

* NO: IGSCC cannot be mitigated.

* N/A: Not applicable (typically, surface is in air or there is no such surface).

In addition, there is a class of mitigated components with a conditional Yes as described in
Section 4.4.3. The recirculation nozzle annulus regions that are flushed to reduce dose rates
during nozzle inspections should reduce mitigation availability for the period of time from plant
restart after flushing until the next OLNC application is performed.
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YES*: IGSCC will be mitigated except for the period of plant operation from nozzle flushing
to the following OLNC application. Plant-specific analysis needed to determine if the
affected welds qualify for inspection relief assuming that mitigation is lost over this time
period.

The assessment of mitigation assumes that hydrogen injection is effectively implemented as
defined in Section 5.0. The evaluation was based on a review of the assembly drawings of the
representative plant for each design type and on BWRVIA model runs under the following
conditions:

* HWC-M: 100% power, maximum core flow, top peaked core axial power shape, <0.1 ppb
reactor water copper, 60 ppb feedwater oxygen, up to 2.5 ppm feedwater hydrogen, and low
velocity ECP <-230 mV(SHE) at location of component or weld. Plant specific analyses have
been used to justify up to 2.5 ppm feedwater hydrogen for up to three months with fuel
vendor approval, with a requirement for visual inspection of selected exposed bundles.

" NMCA/OLNC: 100% power, maximum core flow, top peaked core axial power shape,
<0.1 ppb reactor water copper, 60 ppb feedwater oxygen, molar ratio = 3 in upper
downcomer, molar ratio >2 at location of component or weld.

* Noble metal loading on system surfaces is not a model input for BWRVIA. However, it
was assumed that the minimum noble metal loading defined for effective implementation
of hydrogen injection exists except in low-flow crevice areas, where it is conservatively
assumed that noble metal deposition provides Beneficial, but not full (Yes) mitigation.

Table 4-1 indicates that the regions where IGSCC is more readily mitigated are the outer
bypass, the recirculation lines, the lower portion of the downcomer and most of the lower
plenum. Higher concentrations of feedwater hydrogen are required to protect the jet pumps and
core bypass. Table 4-1 identifies differences in mitigation performance between HWC-M and
NMCA/OLNC. The major differences are for the outside diameter H1, H2 and H3 shroud
weldments, the shroud closure flange and the top guide components. As discussed in Section
4.3.1, OLNC provides IGSCC mitigation of the inside diameter of the feedwater thermal
sleeves and feedwater spargers.
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Table 4-1
Effect of HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC on BWR Internals IGSCC Propensities'
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Table 4-1 (continued)
Effect of HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC on BWR Internals IGSCC Propensities1
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Table 4-1 (continued)
Effect of HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC on BWR Internals IGSCC Propensities'
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Table 4-1 (continued)
Effect of HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC on BWR Internals IGSCC Propensities'
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Table 4-1 (continued)
Effect of HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC on BWR Internals IGSCC Propensities'
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Table 4-1 (continued)
Effect of HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC on BWR Internals IGSCC Propensities'
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Table 4-1 (continued)
Effect of HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC on BWR Internals IGSCC Propensities1
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5
EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF HYDROGEN
INJECTION FOR INSPECTION RELIEF

5.1 Summary Requirements and Definitions

This section summarizes the methods that are available to demonstrate that HWC is being
effectively implemented. In principle, HWC-M, NMCA+HWC or OLNC+LTWC mitigate
IGSCC when ECP is reduced to protective levels. Therefore, the approach is to demonstrate that
protective ECP are being achieved in the regions of the RPV where mitigation is desired. This is
accomplished by monitoring parameters, referred to as "Primary Parameters," as described in
Section 5.1.4, that are fundamentally related to IGSCC mitigation. Since water chemistry and
consequently ECP change with location inside the RPV, predictive computer based models
(Section 3) are used to determine chemistry conditions in various regions as a function of
hydrogen feed rate, in order to determine the related ECP. The models are benchmarked against
chemistry and ECP measurements made at the plant or at other plants that are radiolytically
identical and operationally similar. Such plants are referred to as "sister plants" in this report, as
described in Section 5.1.6. Correlation is developed between protective chemistry conditions and
other plant parameters that respond to hydrogen injection. These are referred to as "Secondary
Parameters" as described in Section 5.1.5. In general, they are parameters, periodically
monitored, that verify HWC mitigation is being maintained.

Plants without ECP will continue to receive inspection relief for one full cycle after the
publication of BWRVIP-62-A [5-6] (November 2010). After that, ECP probes must be installed
and the requirements of this document must be implemented to continue inspection relief.

5.1.1 HWC Availability[[
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5.1.2 Catalyst Loading
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5.1.3 Plant Categories

Three categories of plants are considered, as shown on Table 5-1.

Category 1: HWC-M with ECP Measurement

Category 3a: NMCA with ECP Measurement

Category 4a: OLNC with ECP Measurement

Primary and secondary parameters for the listed categories are listed in Table 5-1 and discussed
below.
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Table 5-1
[[ Plant Categories, Primary and Secondary Parameters
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5.1.4 Primary Parameters

5.1.4.1 HWC-M
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5.1.4.2 NMCA
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5.1.4.3 OLNC
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5.1.5 Secondary Parameters
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5.1.5.1 HWC-M Plants

5.1,5.1.1 FW Hydrogen Flow Rate or Concentration
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[[ 5.1.5.1.2 Normalized Main Steam Line Radiation (MSLR)
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Figure 5-1
Lower Plenum ECP versus Normalized MSLR for a BWR-4 Plant

A program has been performed at a BWR-3 to determine the lower plenum ECP as a function of
hydrogen injection rate [5-4]. Modified LPRMs were installed with ECP reference electrodes at
six locations in the lower plenum region. The locations were chosen at different elevations and
radial core positions to provide a mapping of ECP measurements throughout the lower plenum
volume.

As discussed in Section 2.6, the ECP measurements demonstrated that the IGSCC protection
corrosion potential of -230 mV(SHE) could be achieved at all six locations with approximately
1 ppm hydrogen in the feedwater. The secondary parameter measurement of MSLR also
correlated with the ECP [5-5]. As shown in Figure 5-2, when the normalized MSLR reached 4.0,
all six LPRM locations were characterized by ECP values below -230 mV(SHE).
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Figure 5-2
Santa Maria de Garofia ECP and Normalized MSLR Correlation for Six Different LPRM
Locations [5-5]

5.1.5.1.3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Oxygen[r
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Figure 5-3
ECP Correlated with Main Steam Oxygen Using In-core Measurements Obtained near the
Bottom of the Core for Five Different BWRs [5-3]

5.1.5.1.4 Reactor Water Hydrogen and Oxygen
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5.1.5.2 NMCA HWC Plants

5.1.5.2.1 Feedwater Hydrogen Flow Rate or Concentration
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5.1.5.2.2 Reactor Water Oxygen
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5.1.5.2.3 Measured H2:02 Molar Ratio
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1[
5.1.5.2.4 H2:02 Molar Ratio from Radiolysis Model
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5.1.5.3 OLNC HWC Plants
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5.1.6 Frequency of Monitoring Secondary Parameters

Secondary parameters are generally monitored on a regular basis for a variety of reasons,
including checks on operation of the hydrogen injection equipment, for radiation safety, or as a
part of normal plant water chemistry controls. The inclusion of one or more of those parameters
as secondary parameters for monitoring the effectiveness of hydrogen injection may increase the
frequency of the measurement or calculation to demonstrate continuing IGSCC mitigation. The
frequency requirements are developed on a case by case basis.

5.1.7 Sister Plants

Evaluations by GEH, EPRI, and others have established that the plants of nearly identical design
and operation respond to hydrogen injection in a similar manner. These design similarities permit
the use of data from such "sister plants" to be used to demonstrate effective implementation of
hydrogen injection at plants that are not equipped with ECP monitoring.

Any pair of BWRs (or even a group of BWRs) that are demonstrated to be radiolytically
equivalent by a validated and benchmarked radiolysis model are considered to be "sister plants."

To demonstrate similarity, it is important to compare all parameters that can affect response to
hydrogen injection. The objective is to demonstrate comparable response to hydrogen injection
as ultimately determined by the amount of hydrogen required to achieve the IGSCC mitigation
corrosion potential of -230 mV(SHE) for HWC-M plants or a molar ratio of 2 for noble metal
plants. Parameters that are typically evaluated by the radiolysis model to demonstrate such
similarities include [5-1]:
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In summary, while HWC-M or NMCA/OLNC data at similar plants may provide valuable
indications of performance that could be expected at a particular plant, the determination of
similarity requires a radiolysis model evaluation. Significant differences in one or several of the
parameters discussed above can cause apparently identical "sister" plants to respond differently
to hydrogen injection. Candidate sister BWRs are characterized by radiolysis equivalents that
typically reflect plants with nearly identical geometric configuration, system operation water
chemistry parameters, and for NMCA and OLNC plants, noble metal input.
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5.2 Criteria for Inspection Relief and Reduced Crack Growth Rates for Flaw
Evaluations

5.2.1 HWC Availability
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5.2.2 Noble Metal Surface Loading
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5.2.3 ECP Monitoring
EL
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5.2.4 Secondary Parameter Monitoring
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5.3 Justification of Criteria

5.3.1 HWC Availability
[[
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5.3.2 Noble Metal Loading
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5.3.3 ECP Monitoring

5.3.3.1 HWC-M Plants

Operating experience from a number of HWC-M plants has shown that the lower plenum region
requires a higher hydrogen injection rate to achieve IGSCC mitigation than the outer core bypass
(shroud ID), lower downcomer (shroud lower OD) and recirculation system. ECP monitoring of
the lower plenum region is required to obtain inspection relief for components or welds exposed
to the lower plenum environment. Monitoring in the lower vessel head would also support
inspection relief of components in the outer bypass, lower downcomer and recirculation system.
Monitoring would utilize ECP reference electrodes installed in a modified LPRM such that the
coolant is drawn from well below the core plate, or by ECP reference electrodes mounted in the
bottom head drain line, with allowance for peroxide decomposition in the drain line.
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In the event that inspection relief for lower plenum component was not sought, lower plenum
ECP monitoring would not be required. However, monitoring of regions where inspection relief
was desired would be needed. An example would be utilizing ECP reference electrodes installed
in a recirculation system decontamination flange to support inspection relief for recirculation
piping welds.

5.3.3.2 NMCA and OLNC Plants

As discussed in Section 2.6 and shown in Figure 2-16, ECP probes were installed in modified
LPRMs in the [[ -=-- ]] TS plant to evaluate the ECP response to hydrogen injection under
both HWC-M and following noble metal application. With noble metals, the ECP dropped to
below -230 mV(SHE) as soon as the molar ratio of the coolant reached 2. This response was
independent of the location of the probe, and the same response has been observed at a number
of noble metal plants with recirculation piping, bottom head drain line and external (MMS) ECP
monitoring systems, as discussed in Section 2.7 and shown in Figure 2-17.

ECP measurements at a BWR4 that had previously implemented NMCA and has since
performed two OLNC injections are shown in Figure 2-20 (reproduced below) and discussed
Section 2.7. These results confirm that annual OLNC applications are providing catalytic
mitigation in the bottom head region.
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Figure 5-4
BHDL ECP for One Year of OLNC Operation at a BWR-4 with Previous NMCA
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This experience demonstrates that external monitoring of the ECP at an NMCA or OLNC plant
provides a reasonable representation of the ECP of piping and internals.

5.4 Requirements for Effective Implementation

The following sections summarize the commitments for effectively implementing hydrogen
injection to mitigate IGSCC.

5.4.1 Category 1 HWC Plants
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5.4.2 Category 3a NMCA Plants
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5.4.3 Category 4a OLNC Plants
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6
CONCLUSIONS

The above discussion and present analysis clearly suggest that based on HWC-M, NMCA or
OLNC implementation, inspection relief can be justified for BWR internals. More specifically:

* Inspection relief is justified for BWR internals at plants that have effectively implemented
HWC-M, NMCA or OLNC.

* Supplementary techniques for ensuring the effectiveness of HWC-M, NMCA or OLNC have
been developed. Detailed evaluations based on computer models and benchmark testing have
demonstrated the viability of using secondary parameters to confirm IGSCC mitigation.

* A set of secondary parameters has been developed that can be used in the event of failure of
ECP measurements to demonstrate that hydrogen injection is being effectively implemented.

* The BWRVIP developed radiolysis/ECP computer model is in good agreement with reliable
chemistry measurements of the steam and recirculation systems.

* Empirical crack growth models for stainless steel and nickel-base Alloy 182 weld metal
indicate that a FOI of [[ . ]] TS reduction in crack growth rate is readily achievable
with a HWC-M, NMCA or OLNC availability of [[ *]] TS.
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A
RECORD OF REVISIONS

BWRVIP-62 Revision 1 Information from the following document was used in preparing the changes
included in this report:

BWRVIP-62-A: BWR Vessel and Internals Project, Technical Basis for
Inspection Relief for BWR Internal Components with Hydrogen Injection. EPRI,
Palo Alto, CA: 2010. 1021006.

Section 1 Updates information contained in Section 1 of BWRVIP-62-A. Summarizes the
current understanding of the mechanism of IGSCC and of the roles that ionic

Introduction and impurities, oxidants, flow rate and irradiation in crack initiation and propagation.
Background

Describes the OLNC process, discusses the advantages of OLNC compared to
NMCA and presents experimental data demonstrating the effectiveness of
OLNC in reducing crack growth rates.

Summarizes BWRVIP modeling of crack growth rates for stainless steel, and
nickel-based alloys and weld metals. Discusses the Factors of Improvement
(FOI), or reductions in crack growth rates, for these alloys as predicted by the
crack growth rate models.
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Record of Revisions

Section 2 New section detailing experience with mitigation effectiveness in internal plant
components.

Experience with Mitigation
Effectiveness in Internal The results of shroud weld inspections for several plants on HWC-M, NMCA
Plant Components and one plant on OLNC are summarized in terms of the crack growth rate

distribution under mitigating chemistry compared to Normal Water Chemistry
(no hydrogen injection).

Operating experience and laboratory testing demonstrating the potential for
crack flanking to occur at noble metal plants is presented. The advantage of
OLNC in reducing the risk of crack flanking Crack is discussed.

Operating experience demonstrating the effectiveness of HWC-M and
NMCA/OLNC to mitigate stub tube cracking is presented. Crack growth rate
measurements made on a test specimen exposed to lower vessel head reactor
water under NWC and HWC-M are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness
of hydrogen injection to slow crack growth rate.

ECP measurements made in the lower vessel head region of plants under
HWC-M and NMCA are presented. For the noble metal plants, the lower vessel
head measurements are compared to ECP measurements at external locations
(BHDL and MMS) to demonstrate that all the measurements respond similarly
following application of noble metals and injection of hydrogen.

Section 3 This section addresses radiolysis and ECP modeling previously addressed in
Section 2. The major revisions made to the radiolysis model are discussed:

Radiolysis Modeling
* G-values and rate constants are updated to the latest, technically sound

measurements.

" The algorithm used to estimate gamma and neutron dose rates in the
various regions of the RPV is based on NRC-approve RAMA transport
code calculations for the base plant.

Model predictions versus plant measurements for steam oxygen, reactor water
dissolved oxygen, ECP at HWC-M plants, and molar ratio at noble metal plants
are presented.
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Record of Revisions

Section 4 Section 4 is a new section that significantly expands upon the information
previously present in Section 4.4, Vessel Internals IGSCC Mitigation.

Regions of IGSCC Differences in water chemistry are described by RPV region, as defined by the

Mitigation radiolysis model. Regions out of the reactor coolant flow path, such as crevices
and dead legs, are discussed. The degree of IGSCC mitigation that can be
achieved by HWC-M, NMCA and OLNC in each region is evaluated. The
section culminates with Table 4-1, which is an expansion of Table 4-4 in
BWRVIP-62-A to include OLNC and to provide more specific assessments
of IGSCC mitigation by reactor design.

Section 5 This section addresses the requirements for effective implementation of
hydrogen injection that were previously addressed in Section 4. The

Effective Implementation of requirements for HWC-M are unchanged from BWRVIP-62-A. The
Hydrogen Injection for requirements for NMCA are unchanged, except for ECP monitoring.
Inspection Relief A new sub-section provides the implementation requirements for OLNC.

These are similar to those for NMCA, except for requirements related
to the OLNC application process. For both NMCA and OLNC, ECP
measurements in the lower vessel head region are not required based
on the information provided in Section 2.

Section 6 This section is an update to the previous Section 5 of the same title.

Conclusions
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